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SUMMARY 

Summary 

The British Military was engaged in over a decade of conflict during the wars of Iraq 
and Afghanistan. The enemy’s use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) saw 
traumatic lower limb amputation representing one end of the spectrum of injury 
severity, with multiple fractures of the femur, tibia and hindfoot also seen. 

The surgical approach to both traumatically amputated and severely injured limbs 
evolved over the course of the conflicts. Amputations were debrided within the 
zone of injury in an attempt to preserve limb length, an approach which required 
multiple surgical episodes. Patients whose fractures were deemed suitable for 
attempts at limb reconstruction underwent multiple orthopaedic and 
reconstructive procedures with the assumption that they would have superior 
functional outcomes than if they underwent amputation.  

These changing surgical strategies and a realisation of the uncertainty of the 
optimum approach presented a “could versus should” paradigm of limb 
reconstruction. Just because it was thought a limb could be reconstructed, should it 
be? What would give patients the optimal functional outcome? Limb 
reconstruction, or amputation? 

To answer this question my research characterised the patterns of lower limb 
injuries seen following combat, presented functional outcomes, identified causes 
for poor outcomes and systematically investigated potential solutions. This 
research challenges the accepted definition of “success” following severe hindfoot 
trauma, and establishes the specific injury patterns that are associated with a worse 
functional outcome than those patients undergoing unilateral lower limb 
amputation.  

My analysis of lower limb combat injuries revealed that rates of fracture non-union 
in military patients are higher than those seen following similar civilian injuries. 
Having published the very first systematic review into preclinical therapies for 
fracture non-union, the research highlights the alarmingly poor state of research, 
and calls for international collaboration and standards to more rapidly identify 
therapies that may successfully treat this devastating condition.  
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INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 

1.0 Introduction 

From the invasion of Iraq in 2003 to the cessation of hostilities in Afghanistan in 

2014 the United Kingdom (UK) military was involved in over a decade of high-

intensity combat operations. During this time 2,792 British personnel were injured 

or killed during service, of which 608 (22% of all casualties) were fatalities1. 

The duration of operations and the enemies’ use of Improvised Explosive Devices 

(IEDs) led to advancements in the design of body armour and the development of 

new resuscitation techniques. As such, it was speculated that casualties were 

surviving who previously would have succumbed to their injuries, with the corollary 

that surgeons encountered injuries of a severity not previously seen2. 

As surgeons developed new techniques to manage these severe injuries, a 

requirement to prove the assumed superiority of their approach became apparent. 

In the series of papers submitted for this PhD I describe work that aimed to 

characterise the patterns of lower limb injuries seen following combat trauma, 

examine the surgical management of these injures, measure early and medium-

term functional outcomes, identify causes for poor outcomes and systematically 

investigate potential solutions.  

1.1 Rationale 

Amputation has historically been the mainstay of treatment for open fractures of 

the lower limb3. Along with very limited orthopaedic and plastic reconstructive 

knowledge, military surgeons recognised that the risk of death from infection 

mandated amputation, “when part of a Limb is carried away, or the Bones so 

shattered”4,5. As anaesthesia was developed and the understanding of orthopaedic 

and plastic reconstructive surgery improved the option to reconstruct and ‘salvage’ 

limbs became increasingly viable.  
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As limb reconstruction became an alternative to amputation, its success was simply 

measured in the avoidance of amputation. However, the appropriate definition of 

successful limb reconstruction is considerably more nuanced. From the patient’s 

perspective they require a functional, pain-free limb, which surgically translates 

into united fractures without infection and with healed, closed wounds that are 

sensate and comfortable. Adjacent joints should be mobile and pain free.   

As British surgeons were seeing large numbers of casualties from Iraq and 

Afghanistan with severe lower limb trauma it was clear that modern surgical 

practices ensured limb reconstruction was an option in injuries that previously 

would have resulted in amputation. However, such decisions commit patients to 

multiple surgeries and prolonged rehabilitation programmes with no guarantee of 

“success”. Although it was presumed that patients “did better” with limb 

reconstruction rather than amputation there was no evidence to support this 

assumption.  

The requirement to provide the data on which to base surgical decision-making 

forms the basis of the works submitted for this PhD. The only way to determine 

whether those undergoing limb reconstruction “did better” than those with an 

amputation was to identify each cohort, then establish the clinical outcomes of 

each group.  Only by evaluating surgical practice and identifying complications can 

surgeons be sure they are providing “the best” care for their patients. 

In the next chapter I will provide an overview of each of the studies submitted as 

part of this PhD, demonstrating how they are inter-related and how they each 

contributed further information to the limb reconstruction versus amputation 

debate. In the following chapter I will emphasise the original knowledge they have 

contributed to the field of orthopaedic trauma surgery. The final chapter provides a 

critique of the methodologies used in each of my studies, with reflection on what I 

have learnt while doing this research and how I would conduct further research in 

the future.  
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKS 

2.0 Introduction 

The aim of this body of work was to establish the outcomes of patients with severe 

lower extremity trauma sustained in combat. I also aimed to try to determine which 

treatment strategy - amputation or limb reconstruction – offered the best outcome 

for patients following severe lower extremity combat trauma.  

By dividing lower limb injuries into three main anatomical regions (femur, tibia, 

hindfoot) the clinical outcomes for each can be considered and compared to those 

established in patients with lower limb amputation.  

2.1 Military Trauma Care 

2.1.1 Deployed medical care 

The delivery of medical care from the point of wounding on the battlefield to the 

patient’s discharge from rehabilitation services involves multiple healthcare 

professionals delivering care at numerous stages and in numerous locations. During 

combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan medical care was delivered in line with 

Clinical Guidelines for Operations and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 

doctrine1,2. 

Current Defence Medical Services (DMS) practice is that immediate care on the 

battlefield is delivered by combat medical technicians using the principles of 

Battlefield Advanced Trauma Life Support3 (BATLS). Casualties are then evacuated 

to more advanced treatment facilities where care is delivered by doctors, prior to 

onward repatriation to a single facility at the Royal Centre for Defence Medicine 

(RCDM) in Birmingham, UK. Rehabilitation services are provided at the Defence 

Medical Rehabilitation Centre Headley Court near Epsom in Surrey, UK (Figure 2.1). 
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2.1.2 Trauma registries 

The first modern military registry of trauma care was established by Brigadier Tim 

Hodgetts during peace-keeping operations in Kosovo in 19994. This was the basis of 

the Joint Theatre Trauma Registry (JTTR), designed specifically to measure the care 

given to combat casualties by including statistical tools to measure the standard of 

care provided5. The JTTR is administered by the UK Defence Statistics (UKDS) 

agency and was in place on the invasion of Iraq in March 20036.  

Data entry into JTTR is done by specially trained research nurses known as Trauma 

Nurse Coordinators (TNCs). TNCs prospectively gather data on; 1) all those killed 

immediately; 2) those whose injuries trigger a trauma alert on arrival at a deployed 

hospital facility; 3) those whose injuries subsequently require repatriation to RCDM. 

A trauma alert is a systemised notification method of ensuring essential personnel 

and resources are rapidly available to resuscitate, diagnose and treat severely 

injured casualties7. One team of TNCs is based in the deployed hospital with 

another team in RCDM.  

In addition to demographic data and details on the mechanism of injury, the JTTR 

codifies injuries using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) and also includes 

physiological data such as vital signs and conscious level. The AIS is an 

internationally used system of defining injury severity throughout the body based 

on anatomical regions8,9. Although some details on injury treatment are captured 

by JTTR this predominantly focuses on initial management in the Emergency 

Figure 2.1: schematic of deployed medical care for UK armed forces including clinical timelines 
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Department such as the administration of blood products. The only outcome 

recorded is mortality, with no detail on surgery or rehabilitation.   

2.1.3 Epidemiology of combat injuries 

Injuries sustained on the battlefield differ from those seen in civilian practice. They 

are typically the result of an intent to wound or kill through the use of explosives 

and high-energy gunshot wounds. As service personnel are normally wearing body 

armour and helmets when engaged in combat, the relative distribution of injuries 

sustained also differs from that seen in civilian casualties. 

Injuries of the lower limbs were the predominant injury pattern seen throughout 

the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan10.  The use of IEDs by insurgents characterised 

these conflicts11, and were responsible for over 45% of casualties12. Although 

bilateral lower limb amputation as a result of IEDs was often seen as the “signature 

injury” of these conflicts, this was at one end of a spectrum of injuries, which 

included fractures of a range of severity of all bones of the lower limb.  

2.1.4 Follow-up of military casualties 

Regardless of where in the world military personnel are injured they will be 

repatriated to RCDM, Birmingham, UK. Although acute injuries are managed here it 

is not uncommon for patients to request that routine follow-up is transferred to 

hospitals nearer their units to facilitate further appointments.  The hospital records 

from RCDM are therefore accurate in providing information on individuals’ acute 

care but cannot be relied upon for prolonged follow-up beyond 18 months. 

Similarly, although patients who remain in the military will access Defence Primary 

Healthcare, those discharged from the Armed Forces will have their primary care 

transferred to a civilian GP, and oversight of follow-up is subsequently lost. 
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2.2 Methodology 

Six papers (Appendix 1 – 6) constitute this PhD. The first five of these are clinical 

papers which share similar methodologies, an overview of which will be provided 

here. The aim of the clinical papers was:  

1. To identify British military personnel sustaining specific lower limb injury

patterns during combat Operations in Iraq and Afghanistan;

2. Measure and draw inferences on pain, function and quality of life following

lower limb injury using Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs).

I identified patients through coding searches of JTTR, as outlined in Table 2.1. I used 

patient hospital numbers to search the clinical and radiographical records of 

individuals at RCDM as per each study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria.  

Table 2.1 Search terms for clinical studies 

Study JTTRa search codes 

Unilateral lower limb amputation Unilateral lower limb amputation 

Open femurs Bony injuries of hip, femur or knee 

Open tibias Bony injuries of knee, tibia or ankle 

Hindfoot fractures* 
Bony injuries of foot, ankle, fibula, tibia, talus, 

calcaneus or other tarsal bones 
a Joint Theatre Trauma Registry 

*Both hindfoot fracture studies used the same cohort of patients, identified through the same JTTR search

2.2.1 Ethical approval 

I registered all studies with Joint Medical Command and Royal Centre for Defence 

Medicine (RCDM) as per Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2 Registration numbers for clinical studies 

Study Registration number 

Unilateral lower limb amputation RCDM/Res/Audit/1036/12/0385 

Open femurs and open tibias RCDM/Res/Audit/1036/12/0137 

Hindfoot injuries RCDM/Res/Audit/1036/15/0439 

2.2.2 New injury severity score (NISS) 

This is used throughout JTTR as a measure of injury severity and was collected 

alongside demographic data of those injured. NISS is calculated from the 2005 

military edition of the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) coding manual13 described in 

section 2.1.2 above, and is used in preference to the Injury Severity Score (ISS)14. 

Where ISS only measures the most severe injuries from separate body regions, NISS 

measures the most severe injuries even if they occur in the same region and has 

been found to more accurately quantify combat trauma15,16. A NISS of more than 15 

is the commonly used definition of major trauma; the maximum is 75, which is 

deemed as not survivable.  

2.2.3 Outcomes 

The following outcomes were captured as part of this research: 

1. Revision surgery

This was captured from patient notes and review of radiographs. Patients were

also asked about unplanned revision surgery when they were phoned for

follow-up.

2. Conversion to amputation

This was captured from patient notes and review of radiographs. Patients were

also asked about delayed amputation when they were phoned for follow-up.
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3. Deep infection

This was defined as infection requiring surgical treatment and was captured by

a review of microbiology results correlated with surgical episodes.

4. Fracture union

This was assessed by review of clinical letters and radiographs. Bony union was

defined as cortical contact of three or more of four cortices on two tangential

radiographs.

5. Quality of life

I used three separate follow-up questionnaires in the clinical studies to establish

PROMs; 1) Short-format 36 (SF-36); 2) Short-format 12 (SF-12); 3) the American

Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Foot & Ankle (AAOS F&A) outcome

questionnaire.

The United Kingdom-adapted second version of the SF-36 tool was developed 

as a non-specific measure of the impact of illness or disability on quality of life17. 

Although it is not specific for amputees it has the ability to differentiate 

between the physical and mental components of injury recovery and has been 

used in outcome studies looking at both amputation and trauma18,19. Scores 

range from 0 (lowest level of health) to 100 (highest level of health).  

The United Kingdom-adapted second version of the SF-12 questionnaire 

similarly ranges from 0-10020. In an attempt to reduce responder burden it asks 

12 questions rather than 36 and has been shown to correlate closely with SF-

3621. 

6. Joint specific quality of life

I chose the AAOS F&A questionnaire for follow-up of patients with hindfoot

injuries as it does not require clinical assessment and can be administered over

the telephone. It has been shown to correlate well with other quality of life

outcome measures22,23.
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Table 2.3 Summary of clinical papers 

Appendix Study period 
Number of 

patients 

Age 

(median 

(IQR)) 

NISSa 

(median (IQR)) 

Follow-up 

Method Time Numbers (%) 

Unilateral 

lower limb 

amputation 

1 
March 2004 – 

March 2010 
48 

23 

(21-26) 

24 

(17-34) 
SF-36 

Mean 40 

months 

(25-75, SD 

16) 

39/48 

(81) 

Open femur 

fractures 
2 

March 2003 – 

December 

2012 

48 
23 

(20-29) 

22 

(9-34) 

Clinical / 

radiographic 

Median 37 

(IQR 19-53) 

47/48 

(98) 

Open tibia 

fractures 
3 

April 2006 – 

September 

2010 

49 patients 

with 57 

fractures (8 

bilateral) 

26 

(19-43) 

22 

(4-45) 

Clinical / 

radiographic 
12 months 

44 patients, 52 

tibiae (52/57, 91) 

Hindfoot 

fractures 

4 

January 2003 – 

December 

2014 

114 patients 

with 134 

fractured 

hindfeet (20 

bilateral) 

26 

(21-28) 

12 

(8-17) 

Clinical / 

radiographic 
18 months 

92 patients (81), 

114 hindfeet (85) 

5 

January 2003 – 

December 

2014 

114 patients 

with 134 

fractured 

hindfeet (20 

bilateral) 

26 

(21-28) 

12 

(8-17) 

SF-12 

AAOS F&Ab
60 months 

(IQR 52-80) 

90 fractures 

(90/134, 67) 

a New Injury Severity Score (NISS) 
b American Academy Orthopaedic Surgeons Foot & Ankle (AAOS F&A) outcomes questionnaire 
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2.3 Clinical Studies 

I identified four separate injury cohorts; 1) unilateral lower limb amputees; 2) open 

femur fractures; 3) open tibia fractures; 4) hindfoot fractures. I established specifics 

of the injuries and obtained follow-up as detailed in Table 2.3 and the sections that 

follow. 

2.3.1 Unilateral lower limb amputation 

Aims 

In this paper I aimed to identify all patients sustaining a traumatic amputation of 

the lower limb and determine their medium-term outcomes by level of amputation. 

The outcomes I obtained from follow-up of these patients would provide the 

benchmark against which other injuries could be compared: this would allow me to 

determine the relative functional outcomes of those undergoing limb 

reconstruction versus amputation. 

Methods 

Patients were included if: 

1. They underwent an amputation at the ankle or more proximally;

2. Their amputation occurred within the first seven days of injury.

I divided patients into three cohorts depending on the level of amputation; 1) trans-

tibial amputation (TTA, “below-knee”); 2) knee disarticulation (KD, “through knee”); 

3) trans-femoral amputation (TFA, “above knee”).

The threshold for statistical significance was set at p<0.05. 

Appendix 1 

Bennett, P. M., et al. (2013). "Unilateral lower limb loss following combat injury: medium-term outcomes in 

British military amputees." Bone Joint J 95-B(2): 224-229. 
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Findings 

Forty-eight patients met the 

inclusion criteria. Minimum two-

year SF-36 scores were completed 

by 39 patients (81%) at a median of 

40 months (25-75). 

I found that the physical 

component score (PCS) of the SF-36 

declined significantly with more 

proximal amputation levels (p=0.01, 

Kruskal-Wallis), as shown in Figure 

2.2. However, I did not establish a 

significant difference between the 

trans-femoral and knee disarticulation cohorts when compared directly (p=0.178, 

Mann-Whitney).  

I found that mental component scores (MCS) did not vary across groups (p=0.014, 

Kruskal Wallis). 

2.3.2 Open femur fractures 

The rates of deep infection following open femur fracture has varied from 27% in 

the Second World War24, to 12% during the Balkan conflict of the 1990s25, to 31% in 

a contemporary series from the United States26. If one of the indicators of 

successful surgical treatment as outlined in section 1.1 is united fractures without 

infection then surgeons have a responsibility to ensure that they are achieving this 

through their management techniques. 

Figure 2.2. Plot showing the mean SF-36 PCS by level of 

amputation: TTA trans-tibial amputation, KD knee 

disarticulation, TFA trans-femoral amputation. 

The transverse lines represent the mean values and the 

error bars represent the standard deviation.  

Appendix 2 

Bennett PM, et al. (2015). "The management and outcome of open fractures of the femur sustained on the 

battlefield over a ten-year period." Bone & Joint Journal 2015(97-B): 842-846. 
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Aims 

I aimed to characterise open femur fractures in survivors of the conflicts of Iraq and 

Afghanistan, establish rates of fracture union and identify factors associated with 

delayed fracture union.  

Methods 

The following patients were included: 

1. British military survivors with AO type 32 open fracture of the femur27;

2. Those with an ipsilateral lower limb amputation through or below the knee

in the presence of a qualifying femur fracture;

3. Patients with more than 12 months’ follow-up available.

Statistical significance was set at p<0.01. 

Findings 

I identified forty-eight patients with 48 open fractures of the femur during the 

period of this study. No patient died following an isolated open femur fracture, a 

crude indicator of the improvements in care since the First World War.  

It was possible for me to obtain complete follow-up with the use of clinical and 

radiographic records in 47 patients (98%) at a median of 37 months (IQR 19-53). 

Union of the fracture was achieved in 31 of these 47 patients (66%) without further 

surgical intervention.  

Deep infection requiring surgical treatment occurred in four fractures (8%): all cases 

required further surgery before achieving union. Although meaningful statistical 

analysis of such small numbers is limited, I found no association between the 

presence of deep infection and the rate of union at 12 months (p=0.0102, Fisher’s 

exact test).  
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The degree of bone loss associated with the femoral fracture was also investigated 

in this study, and graded according to Table 2.4. I was able to measure bone loss 

radiographically in 44 patients, of which 27 (61%) had associated bone loss. I found 

that the degree of femoral bone loss was significantly associated with the 

requirement for further surgery (p=0.00204, Fisher’s exact test), as shown in Figure 

2.3. Two fractures failed to unite within the study period: both patients underwent 

trans-femoral amputation. 

Table 2.4. Grading system for bone loss 

Grade Definition 

0 None 

1 
Minimal, some bone loss but <1cm longitudinally around >50% of the circumference of the 

shaft and with some cortical contact 

2 
Moderate, bone loss between 1 and 2cm around >50% of the circumference of the shaft but 

with some cortical contact 

3 
Severe, bone loss >2cm around >50% of the circumference of the shaft but with some cortical 

contact 

4 Segmental bone loss 

Figure 2.3. Bar graph showing bone loss and outcome. 

P-value according to Fisher’s exact test across all groups is shown.
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2.3.3 Open tibia fractures 

The superficial nature of the tibia and its poor blood supply make the management 

of open tibial fractures challenging, requiring specialist orthopaedic and plastic 

surgical care28,29. When sustained in combat these injuries are usually the result of 

higher energy mechanisms such as military munitions and IEDs than those seen in 

civilian practice from road traffic collisions or falls. This difference manifests in the 

degree of tissue loss and periosteal stripping commonly seen in combat injuries, 

along with severe contamination requiring extensive debridement to prevent 

infection, as shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. 

Figure 2.4 and 2.5. Clinical image and radiograph showing significant soft tissue and periosteal stripping 

following open tibia fracture sustained following IED explosion.  

Appendix 3 

Penn-Barwell, J. G., et al. (2013). "Severe open tibial fractures in combat trauma: management and 

preliminary outcomes." Bone Joint J 95-B(1): 101-105. 
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Aims 

I aimed to characterize the pattern of severe open tibial fractures from the conflicts 

in Iraq and Afghanistan, and to identify factors that might be associated with poor 

outcome. 

Methods 

The following patients were included: 

1. British military survivors with Gustilo-Anderson Grade III30 AO type 42 open

fracture of the tibia;

2. Those whose injuries did not require primary amputation of the limb within

the first three surgical episodes.

I determined outcomes for this study at 12 months depending on whether the 

fracture had united at this point. I deemed that lack of union or unplanned revision 

of the fracture fixation was a marker of poor outcome, as was amputation after the 

third surgical episode.  

Statistical significance was set at p<0.01. 

Findings 

I identified 49 patients with 57 severe open tibial fractures. I obtained complete 

follow-up data for 44 patients and 52 tibiae at 12 months (44/49, 90%, 52/57, 91%). 

At this point, 26 of 52 tibiae (50%) had achieved union. Revision surgery had been 

required for 19 tibiae (19/52, 36%): seven (7/52, 13%) required amputation as it 

was felt that further attempts at salvage would be inappropriate. 

I found that deep infection requiring surgical debridement occurred in the 

management of 12 of 52 fractures (23%), 11 of which occurred in fractures which 

failed to unite at 12 months. There was a statistically significant association 

between deep infection requiring surgical treatment and poor outcome (p=0.008, 
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Fisher’s exact test). Conversely to the findings of the open femur fracture study, I 

found that the degree of tibial bone loss was not associated with failure of fracture 

union at 12 months (p=0.046).  

2.3.4 Hindfoot fractures – identification of cohort and early outcomes 

 

Fractures of the hindfoot emerged from the conflicts of Iraq and Afghanistan as the 

greatest challenge to orthopaedic surgeons when considering if they could be 

salvaged31. In the civilian setting, the optimal management of intra-articular 

fractures of the calcaneum remains controversial32,33: those sustained in the 

military are highly complex due to the blast wave from IEDs34. Surgery aims to 

provide patients with a painless, plantigrade, functional foot, with united fractures 

and healed wounds. 

The controversial management of these injuries can be distilled into two questions: 

could the injured limb be salvaged? And should it be? 

Aims 

I aimed to address the first of these questions, the “could” of hindfoot fractures. 

This question considers whether it is technically possible to reconstruct the injured 

hindfoot and obtain an outcome where the limb is free from infection and with all 

fractures united and wounds healed. For the study period in question the 

assumption of the treating surgical team was that hindfoot injuries should undergo 

limb reconstruction rather than amputation whenever feasible. Therefore, in this 

study I aimed to characterize the pattern of hindfoot injuries, define the early 

amputation and infection rate, and identify factors associated with poor early 

outcome. 

Appendix 4 

Bennett, P., et al. (2017). "Salvage of Combat Hindfoot Fractures in 2003-2014 UK Military." Foot & Ankle 

International 38(7): 745-751. 
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Methods 

The following patients were included: 

1. British military survivors sustaining any fracture of the calcaneus or talus;

2. Those whose injuries did not require primary amputation of the limb within

the first three surgical episodes.

Findings 

I identified 114 patients with 134 hindfoot fractures: 20 patients sustained bilateral 

fractures. I was able to obtain 18-month follow-up for 92 patients (92/114, 81%) 

and 114 hindfeet (114/134, 85%). Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.  

Fifty cases of those I identified were 

open fractures (50/134, 37%). Thirty-six 

(36/114, 31%) fractures required 

unplanned revision surgery within the 

first 18-months following injury. I found 

that 19 limbs (19/114, 17%) required 

transtibial amputation when attempts at 

ongoing limb salvage and reconstruction were no longer deemed to be appropriate, 

the indications for which I have shown in Table 2.5. 

Five patients whose calcaneal fractures were initially managed non-operatively 

underwent amputation within this 18-month period. On review of the notes I found 

two of these were for deep infection in open fractures, two for fracture non-union 

and one was required for chronic pain despite evidence of fracture union on 

radiographs.  

I developed a binomial logistic regression model to analyse the requirement for 

amputation at 18 months while controlling for multiple variables. Using this model I 

showed that deep infection alone was associated with a significant requirement for 

amputation at 18 months (p=0.23). 

Table 2.5. Indications for amputation at 18

months (n=19)

Indication n 

Aseptic nonunion / avascular necrosis 6 

Deep infection 6 

Pain despite radiographic union 5 

Nonviable soft tissues 2 
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2.3.5 Hindfoot fractures – establishing functional outcomes 

Aims 

I aimed to establish functional outcomes of patients with hindfoot fractures. I also 

aimed to identify injury features which, although limbs were “successfully” 

salvaged, led to a poorer recovery than individuals with a lower limb amputation. 

Methods 

For this study the cohort of patients with hindfoot fractures I identified in section 

2.3.4 above were contacted by telephone. Those who consented to participate 

were assessed with the SF12 questionnaire; in addition, those who had retained 

their limb (i.e. had not subsequently required amputation) were also asked the 

AAOS F&A outcomes questionnaire. 

Statistical analysis 

I considered injury features identifiable at the time of wounding in a multivariate 

regression model. This allowed me to examine whether the variables were 

associated with a lower AAOS F&A score in those who retained their limbs. I used 

the Spearman’s correlation coefficient test to establish the relationship between 

the AAOS F&A score and SF-12 score. The threshold for significance was set at 

p<0.05. 

Findings 

Of the 114 patients with 134 injured hindfeet I identified from the conflicts in Iraq 

and Afghanistan a total of 77 patients (77/114, 68%) were successfully contacted 

and consented to participate in the study. As 13 patients had bilateral injuries this 

provided me follow-up data for 90 injured limbs (90/134, 67%) with a median 

follow-up of 64 months (IQR 52-80). 

Appendix 5 

Bennett, P., et al. (2018). "Outcomes following limb salvage after combat hindfoot injury are inferior to 

delayed amputation at five years." Bone and Joint Research 7(2): 131-138.
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Following attempts at hindfoot reconstruction, I found 28 limbs (28/90, 31%) 

subsequently underwent amputation at a median of 14 months (IQR 11-21) from 

time of injury. In 19 of these (19/28, 67%) pain was cited as the predominant 

reason to elect for amputation, with further detail provided in Table 2.6.  

In the 62 cases where the limb was retained the median AAOS F&A score was 74 

(IQR 61-88). Using the multivariable regression analysis I identified three key injury 

variables associated with a significantly poorer score, as shown in Figure 2.6. Of 

these patients the AAOS F&A score was significantly associated with the number of 

variables present (p=0.0021, Kruskal-Wallis) as shown in Box 2.1. Despite the 

reduction in AAOS F&A score I found injuries characterized by one or more of these 

key variables were not associated with an increased risk of amputation (p=0.1717, 

Fisher’s exact test).  

Of the 90 limbs followed-up, only one possessed all three of these key injury 

variables: this limb was amputated 20 months after injury due to the development 

of osteomyelitis.  

I confirmed the positive correlation between AAOS F&A score and SF-12 (Figure 

2.7).  

Table 2.6. Indications for amputation (n=28) 

Indication N (%) 

Pain  19 (67) 

Quality of life 4 (14) 

Nonunion 2 (7) 

Infection 2 (7) 

Soft tissue breakdown 1 (3.5) 

Negative Bohler’s angle on initial radiograph 

Coexisting fractures of talus and calcaneum 

Fracture of tibial plafond in addition to 

hindfoot fracture 

Box 2.1. Key injury variables associated with 

poor AAOS F&A score. 
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Figure 2.9. Graph showing the variation in SF-12 PCS 

scores for those with reconstructed hindfoot injuries 

depending on presence of key variables in initial injury, 

compared with those patients requiring delayed 

amputation following attempted reconstruction. 

Figure 2.8. Graph showing the comparison between 

SF-12 PCS outcome scores for patients with 

reconstructed hindfoot injuries, and those requiring 

amputation following attempted reconstruction 

Figure 2.6. Graph showing the variation in AAOS 

F&A score depending on presence of key variables 

on initial injury.  

Figure 2.7. Graph showing the correlation between 

AAOS F&A score and SF-12 score by Spearman’s 

correlation coefficient test. 
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I found that the median SF-12 PCS of all 62 individuals retaining their limb was 45 

(IQR 36-53), which was significantly lower than the 28 patients undergoing an 

amputation after initial salvage of their hindfoot injury (p=0.0351, Mann-Whitney), 

as shown in Figure 2.8. This poorer outcome is more pronounced when the injuries 

are grouped according to the presence of one or more of the three key variables 

previously identified, as shown in Figure 2.9.  

2.4 Systematic review of preclinical therapies to prevent or treat fracture non-

union 

As work progressed through the series of studies described I observed that rates of 

fracture non-union seemed higher than would be expected in equivalent civilian 

injuries (Figure 2.10). 

Fracture non-union occurs when the normal healing processes of bone cease to the 

extent that solid healing cannot occur without further intervention35. Wide 

variation on the incidence of non-union exists depending not only on anatomical 

location but on management and patient factors. Anything that disrupts a fracture’s 

healing mechanism has the potential to cause non-union. In a review of 309,330 

fractures in 18 bones36 it was found that the odds ratio (OR) for developing non-

union was significantly increased for certain risk factors including number of 

fractures (OR 2.65, 95% CI 2.34-2.99), open fractures (OR 1.66, 95%CI 1.55-1.77) 

and high energy injuries (OR 1.38, 95% CI 1.27-1.49). 

Appendix 6 

Bennett, P., et al. (2018). "Preclinical therapies to prevent or treat fracture non-union: a systematic review.” 

PloS one 13(8): e0201077 
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Analysis of all 2,348 British military 

personnel who were injured and 

survived in Iraq and Afghanistan37 

showed that 886 (37.7%) had at least 

one fracture, with further detail 

provided in Table 2.7. A total of 1,530 

fractures were recorded in this period, 

the majority of which (1,029/1,530 

67%) involved the lower limb and 

pelvis. Of these, 597 (597/1,029 58%) 

were open fractures. Of all injuries  

sustained in this period, explosives were the 

commonest mechanism of injury (60%), with 

gunshot wounds accounting for an additional 

23%.  

Combat injuries have therefore been shown 

to be sustained through high-energy 

mechanisms which cause multiple open 

fractures, thereby explaining the perceived differences between rates of non-union 

seen in military and civilian patients. 

Fracture non-union in military patients is associated with substantial morbidity. It 

was responsible for both of the delayed trans-femoral amputations I described in 

section 2.3.2, and for 43% of the delayed trans-tibial amputations described in 

section 2.3.3. It was also responsible for both early and delayed amputation 

following hindfoot fractures. As I have described in section 2.3.1 patients with more 

proximal amputations have poorer functional outcomes than those seen in patients 

with more distal amputations.  

Although multiple therapeutic options exist that aim to prevent or treat fracture 

non-union, there is little conclusive evidence from high-quality studies as to the 

Table 2.7. Fracture burden by individual 

(n=886) 

Fractures n(%) 

Single fracture 530 (59.8) 

Two fractures 208 (23.5) 

Three or more fractures 148 (16.7) 

Figure 2.10. Schematic comparing rates of fracture 

non-union in military casualties to those seen in 

civilian series 
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efficacy of one particular treatment option over another. The realization that 

military patients are predisposed to fracture non-union and that treatment options 

are currently unsatisfactory led me to conduct the final study submitted as part of 

this PhD. 

Preclinical studies are defined as those using animals to determine if a treatment is 

likely to be effective, before progression to testing in humans38. When I was 

searching the literature in this field after identifying the higher rates of fracture 

non-union in military patients it was not clear on what basis researchers select 

potential therapies for translation into clinical studies from preclinical trials. It 

seemed to me that positive results from a single or small number of animal studies 

were used to justify progression to clinical trials, however problematic this seemed. 

There was certainly no evidence that researchers compared different preclinical 

studies in an attempt to determine which therapies were the most promising and 

therefore should be prioritized for translation into clinical trials. 

Aims 

Undertake systematic review to establish the range of therapies under investigation 

at the preclinical stage for the prevention or treatment of fracture non-union. 

Methods 

I searched MEDLINE and Embase from 1st January 2004 to 10th April 2017 for 

controlled trials evaluating an intervention to prevent or treat fracture non-union. 

Along with another reviewer acting independently I screened all titles and abstracts 

as per the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 2.8 and Figure 2.11).  

Results 

After duplicates were removed I identified 5,171 records in the literature search. 

After I applied inclusion/exclusion criteria I was able to include 197 studies in the 

systematic review describing 204 different interventions (see Figure 2.11).  
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I found that substantial heterogeneity across studies in terms of type and site of 

defect, method of defect creation, species, length of follow-up and method of 

outcome reporting precluded pooling of study results. Despite the large amount of 

data it was not possible for me to make a valid comparison between any two 

studies, nor draw firm conclusions regarding the relative efficacies of different 

interventions and therefore identify those therapies that should be prioritized in 

translation research.  

As such, despite the large number of preclinical trials investigating fracture non-

union I identified, it is not possible to directly compare the efficacy of one therapy 

over another. It is therefore not possible to focus research efforts on a discrete 

number of therapies, nor justify the progression of the most promising to clinical 

trials. 
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Table 2.8: Summary of study inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Inclusion Criteria 

Types of studies Controlled trials 

Unpublished and published works 

Types of participants 
Mammalian model testing an intervention to treat or prevent 

fracture non-union 

Induced co-morbidities 

Intervention Interventions aim to: 

- Prevent non-union

- Treat non-union

- Promote or accelerate healing of a bony defect

- Treat or ameliorate delayed union

Administered after formation of a bony defect 

Established interventions in a novel vehicle 

Comparator Control group described receiving: 

- No treatment

- Current standard of care

- Alternative treatment

Outcome measures Quantifiable measure of bone formation through radiological 

and/or histological means 

Exclusion Criteria 

Types of studies Review articles 

Types of participants Clinical trials 

Intervention Any intervention that has subsequently progressed to clinical trial 
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(PRSIMA) flow-diagram for exclusion of papers included in systematic review. 
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Recommendations 

I commenced this review hoping to identify a discrete number of preclinical 

therapies aiming to prevent or treat fracture non-union that may be ready for 

translation to clinical trials. This would provide a focus for future military research 

to address the substantial burden of fracture non-union in military patients. 

Unfortunately due to the poor quality of contemporary animal research in this field 

this has not been realized.  

To address the problems identified in this systematic review I believe the 

orthopaedic trauma community need to reach a global consensus on preferred 

animal models of bone healing. Similar consensus has been reached with the 

standardisation of fracture classification using the OTA/AO/Muller system39. Once a 

consensus on the standardisation of species, defect and outcome measure is 

achieved, funding could be restricted to researchers using agreed models and 

methodology. 

2.5 Summary 

I have described five clinical papers examining the injuries and outcomes of British 

military personnel following severe lower limb trauma in combat during the 

Operations of Iraq and Afghanistan. I have also summarized a systematic review of 

preclinical therapies aiming to prevent or treat fracture non-union after I identified 

that military injuries were predisposed to this condition and had higher rates than 

those seen in equivalent civilian injuries. 

I have shown that in patients with unilateral lower limb loss those with more 

proximal amputations had poorer functional outcomes than those with knee 

disarticulations or transtibial amputations.  

Over the last century the ability of orthopaedic trauma surgeons to successfully 

salvage limbs following open fractures evolved from the challenges of the open 
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femur fracture during the First World War, to the open tibia fracture during the 

Vietnam War, to finally rest on the hindfoot injuries seen from Iraq and 

Afghanistan.  

During combat Operations in Iraq and Afghanistan there were no fatalities following 

an isolated open femur fracture. However I have shown how segmental bone loss 

in these patients is associated with a poor outcome, and how non-union following 

femoral fracture is associated with a requirement for delayed amputation.  

Similarly, although reconstruction is the mainstay of treatment for open tibia 

fractures the development of deep infection here is catastrophic and predisposes 

patients to poor outcomes and delayed amputation.  

It is now with hindfoot fractures that orthopaedic surgeons face the challenge of 

addressing the difference between whether they could salvage the limb, and 

whether they should. Even in fractures that eventually unite and wounds that heal 

patients experience pain, and certain injury features I identified predispose patients 

to a poor outcome. Those patients in whom attempts at limb reconstruction fail 

and who subsequently require a delayed amputation have worse functional 

outcomes than those who undergo early amputation.  
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3.0 Introduction 

I have presented six papers which constitute this PhD submission. In the first five 

papers I described the injuries and outcomes of British military personnel following 

severe lower limb trauma sustained during combat Operations in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. I presented a systematic review of preclinical therapies aiming to 

prevent or treat non-union. Fracture non-union therefore remains a common 

clinical problem of particular relevance to the military and without a definitive 

solution.  

3.1 Clinical Studies 

3.1.1 Unilateral lower limb amputation 

In this paper I presented the functional outcomes for patients with a unilateral 

lower limb amputation. By using follow-up data I showed for the first time that 

patients with more proximal amputations have worse functional outcome scores 

than those with more distal amputations. Although SF-36 outcomes have previously 

been described in military patients with unilateral lower limb loss they have not 

distinguished between amputation levels1-3.  

This paper was unable to resolve the question of amputation through the knee, as I 

did not show any statistical difference when comparing functional outcomes of 

those with knee disarticulations to transfemoral amputees. Historically knee 

disarticulations have been avoided as they were shown to be associated with a 

lower quality of life and more pain than those with transfemoral amputations4. 

More recently this has been challenged by the findings of a meta-analysis of 

patients undergoing amputation for trauma5. This remains a contentious issue 

where knee disarticulation is not currently recommended by the British Association 

of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons/British Orthopaedic Association 

(BAPRAS/BOA) standards for managing open lower limb fractures6.  
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I also described how the British military’s approach to managing limb amputation 

evolved throughout the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. This was the first time this 

strategy had been presented in the literature. In previous wars amputation was 

performed proximal to the zone of injury. This allowed for the formation of a robust 

stump with healthy wound edges7, typically requiring only two surgical 

procedures1.  

During Iraq and Afghanistan the surgical strategy focused on maximizing the length 

of the residual limb. This was achieved with serial debridements over several 

operations, where only non-viable tissue from within the zone of injury was 

excised. Plastic surgical techniques were used to ensure closure of the soft tissue 

envelope over the bone. This approach resulted in a longer residual limb, a strategy 

which is supported by my findings that patients with longer limbs have better 

functional outcomes. 

3.1.2 Open femur fractures 

Open femur fractures are relatively uncommon injuries in the civilian setting 

typically seen in polytrauma patients following road traffic collisions8. Series in the 

literature tend to focus on the advantages and disadvantages of one fixation 

technique over another9, or the timing of surgery10-13.  

In my paper I described the entire cohort of British military patients with open 

fractures of the femur sustained during combat Operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

With no recorded fatalities following an isolated open femur fracture I used the 

rates of fracture union at 12-months as an indicator of the adequacy of treatment. 

For the first time in the literature I was able to show with this cohort of patients the 

significance of segmental bone loss on the rates of fracture union and subsequent 

requirement for transfemoral amputation. I presented the importance of the level 

of amputation on eventual functional outcome in the previous paper. This study 
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therefore emphasizes the significance bone loss in the context of an open femur 

fracture may have on an individual’s eventual recovery. 

3.1.3 Open tibia fractures 

The importance and challenges of avoiding deep infection in open tibial fractures is 

well recognized by the orthopaedic community6. In this study I presented the 

cohort of open tibia fractures from Iraq and Afghanistan and described how only 

half had achieved fracture union 12-months after injury. I showed that deep 

infection in these patients was associated with a significant requirement for 

revision surgery, with a subset subsequently requiring amputation. Conversely, the 

results I presented did not show any association between the method of fixation, 

degree of bone loss or requirement for vascularized soft tissue coverage on 

subsequent fracture union.  

In the editorial of the journal this work was published in, the study was described 

as, “a real and genuine addition to orthopaedic excellence […] first class research 

[…] the importance of the aggressive prevention of infection”14.  

3.1.4 Hindfoot fractures 

In the first of the pair of hindfoot papers I identified the cohort of patients 

sustaining hindfoot fractures during combat Operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, 

then presented the medium-term functional outcomes in the second study. These 

papers, along with an editorial discussion15, introduce the concept of could versus 

should when considering limb reconstruction in these patients.  

In this analysis I demonstrated that in the short-term deep infection was associated 

with a requirement for limb amputation at 18-months. I then presented the 

medium-term functional outcomes and showed that those patients subsequently 

requiring trans-tibial amputation after attempted limb reconstruction efforts had 

failed had improved functional outcome scores when compared to those with 
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“successful” limb salvage, i.e. those who had retained their limbs. I also identified 

three injury variables that could be identified at the time of wounding that were 

associated with a significantly poorer functional outcome than those injuries 

without these variables. 

Taking the results of these papers together for the first time I am able to provide 

surgeons with evidence to help counsel patients about their likely recovery when 

considering limb reconstruction over amputation. I emphasise the difference 

between success from a surgeon’s perspective and patient’s perspective and that 

even achieving fracture union and healed wounds does not necessarily provide 

patients with an acceptable quality of life. 

3.2 Systematic review of preclinical therapies to prevent or treat fracture non-

union 

In the clinical papers examining combat fractures of the femur, tibia and hindfoot I 

identified higher than expected rates of fracture non-union. This is of particular 

concern to military surgeons as their patients typically present with multiple 

fractures which are often open and sustained through high-energy mechanisms, 

predisposing them to this condition. There is no single, accepted treatment for the 

effective prevention or treatment of fracture non-union. As such I undertook a 

systematic review of the preclinical literature in an attempt to identify therapies 

that showed promise for translational work into clinical trials. 

There have been no previous systematic reviews of preclinical studies aiming to 

prevent or treat fracture non-union. As the methodology for systematic reviews of 

preclinical research is still evolving this study provided a valuable contribution to 

the existing evidence base. I was able to demonstrate a wide breadth of therapies 

currently under investigation at the preclinical phase for the prevention or 

treatment of fracture non-union. Unfortunately, rather than identify promising 

therapies for translational research through this review I instead demonstrated the 
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heterogenous nature of preclinical non-union research, and the problems with 

progressing therapies to clinical trials when no direct comparison of efficacy is 

possible due to significant methodological variances.  

Through this systematic review I am however able to provide a foundation from 

which the global orthopaedic community can base a requirement to standardize 

preclinical non-union research in order to maximise the future benefit of ongoing 

work in this area. 
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4.0 Introduction 

The collective papers submitted for this PhD were not conceived as a single body of 

work. Rather they represent a series of studies over eight years which followed a 

single thread of inquiry, and which developed in methodological sophistication over 

this period. 

The gold standard of medical research, the Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT), has 

only been attempted once by either the UK or US military medical communities in 

the recent conflict, with limited success1. Instead, the methodologies used in my 

studies were a pragmatic approach to the population of combat casualties with 

heterogenous injuries treated over a decade of conflict. The aims of the papers and 

therefore the research as a whole evolved as we obtained our results and the 

narrative I have described in previous chapters became clear. My understanding of 

how research should be conceived and conducted developed alongside this work. 

In this chapter I will present the training I have done in research methodology and 

discuss the limitations of the studies included. 

4.1 Research training 

Since starting the research submitted for this PhD I have undergone the following 

training in research methodology: 

• Introduction to Good Clinical Practice (Secondary Care)

o National Institute for Health Research eLearning, September 2015

• Research in Medical Education 20 credit module

o University of Dundee, July 2019

• Research Methods in Science

o University of Warwick eLearning, July 2019

• Research Methods in Literature review

o University of Warwick eLearning, July 2019

• Research Integrity

o Oxford University Press / Epigeum eLearning, July 2019
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4.2 Designing research 

Research starts with the formulation of a research question. With strong 

foundations in a thorough literature review the research question should be 

specific, focused and clearly communicate what the research will attempt to 

answer.  

In the gold-standard RCT the ‘PICO’ approach (population, intervention, 

comparator, outcome) provides a framework for study design. However before the 

PICO approach can be used to design prospective studies, observational research is 

necessary to identify and define problems, and refine research questions and 

hypotheses. For example, an RCT to test an intervention believed to reduce 

infection after open fractures would first need to determine that infection after 

combat open fractures was a frequent complication with clinically relevant 

complications, as well as the rate of infection and how this could be defined in a 

specific population. Although observational studies often provide the literature that 

research questions for RCTs are founded on, they are also used to evaluate 

associations between variables and outcomes, and have a separate utility when 

ethical or feasibility concerns limit the use of a RCT2. 

My observational studies included in this PhD define and quantify the clinical 

problems from both the perspective of the treating surgeons and the patients 

following over a decade of conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan. Not since the Second 

World War have British military surgeons been challenged by the scale of combat 

casualties as sustained in the last fifteen years. As such there is a complete absence 

of contemporary literature describing modern medical approaches to large 

numbers of battlefield casualties. My work therefore set out to define the British 

military’s experiences and provide a foundation for conducting future prospective 

studies. 

Furthermore having identified and quantified the problem of bony non-union 

following combat fracture I sought to systematically determine the most effective 
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emerging treatments which could be selected for translational studies as the basis 

for RCTs using a PICO framework.   

4.3 Methodological weaknesses 

4.3.1 Registries 

Registry searches are a common way to generate large datasets for observational 

studies. In very large datasets, for example the National Joint Registry (NJR), the 

vast numbers are assumed to limit the systematic biases of incomplete or poor-

quality data. My studies were based on searches of the comparatively small Joint 

Theatre Trauma Registry (JTTR) and therefore my data was more likely to be 

affected by incomplete entries or poor-quality coding. In all studies I sought to 

mitigate this by broadening the search categories to use all related codes and then 

individually checking clinical records. For example, when identifying patients with 

open diaphyseal tibial fractures I searched for codes that included bony injuries of 

the knee, tibia or ankle and confirmed the exact anatomical location by reviewing 

radiographs to identify those that met the study inclusion criteria. This aimed to 

obtain the highest possible quality dataset for the basis of this research.  

4.3.2 The use of controls 

Pre-determined control groups, where the researchers alter variables that subjects 

are exposed to, do not form part of observational study methodology2. Instead, 

disease status is characterised and potential risk factors are then examined in those 

with and without the disease in case-control observational studies3. My studies 

group patients according to their injury, treatment or outcome characteristics. For 

example, in the cohort of patients with open tibial fractures I wanted to identify risk 

factors for requiring revision surgery and found an association with deep infection. 

In this way observational studies allow association rather than causation to be 

ascribed, and should consider other explanations for their findings4. 
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4.3.3 Follow-up 

Sufficient follow-up numbers are a frequent problem in clinical studies, with no 

consensus on acceptable “loss to follow-up” rates5. The longer the duration of 

follow-up the more attrition of follow-up inevitably occurs. In my initial studies that 

were focused on surgically defined outcomes i.e. infection, bone union, 

amputation, I accepted a lower minimum duration of follow-up of 12 months, in 

order to minimise the loss to follow-up rate. For example in the first published 

study from this body of work follow-up of 91% at 12 months was achieved6. 

However for studies designed to measure patient reported outcomes after these 

complex injuries I recognised that recovery evolves over many years and therefore 

an ambitious minimum follow-up period of 5 years was used, whilst accepting this 

would increase the loss to follow-up rate. Although a 5 year follow-up rate of 67% 

was obtained in the cohort of patients with hindfoot fractures7, this is not dissimilar 

to large observational studies in civilian settings. For example in the Lower 

Extremity Assessment Project, frequently viewed as the benchmark of follow-up in 

trauma patients, a follow-up rate of 77% at 24 months was obtained8.   

4.3.4 Outcomes 

My studies use both surgeon- and patient-reported outcome measures. Initial 

studies were focused on answering questions most immediately relevant to 

clinicians treating these casualties, for example deep infection, amputation, 

revision and non-union. However I recognise that outcomes significant to clinicians 

might not be the most important to patients. Therefore in later studies conducted 

at a time where longer follow-up was possible I shifted my focus to outcome 

measures more relevant to patients’ experience of their own recovery.  

The challenge in selecting the most appropriate outcome measure to use is the 

balance between the ability to generalise results across different injuries versus the 

precise measurement of injury specific outcomes. For example, when attempting to 

compare outcomes between those undergoing lower limb amputation or limb 

salvage surgery for hindfoot fractures, solely using the American Academy of 
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Orthopaedic Surgeons’ Foot and Ankle (AAOS F&A) outcome questionnaire would 

not have allowed us to compare function of those retaining their limb to those 

subsequently requiring amputation. The AAOS F&A score did however provide a 

more accurate representation of function following hindfoot injury, rather than 

overall function determined by general outcome scores. 

At the time of conducting our study of lower limb amputees, no specific outcome 

measures for combat casualties existed. After observing that US servicemen were 

achieving maximal scores on standard outcome measures shortly after being fitted 

with their initial prosthesis, military clinicians developed and validated a tool 

specifically for male servicemen with traumatic lower limb loss9. As this tool was 

not available at the time of our work all of our PROM studies used the SF-12 or SF-

36 tools for general outcome measures. This had the advantage of allowing 

comparison with similar studies either historically10 or those published later, for 

example, the Military Extremity Trauma Amputation/Limb Salvage study11. Similar 

to the US clinicians assessing outcome after lower limb amputation, we also 

encountered limitations of using civilian scoring systems in our military population 

of patients. There seemed to be a ceiling effect with the AAOS F&A score when 

assessing recovery in patients with hindfoot fractures. This is likely due to 

differences in populations studied, as the tool was originally developed and 

validated in patients with osteoarthritis rather than trauma. The obvious 

disadvantage of using general outcome scores such as SF-12 and SF-36 in our 

patient population will be when our cohort may be influenced by other injuries 

such as upper limb loss significantly affecting quality of life.   

4.4 Generalisability 

The cohorts of patients in all five clinical papers are British military casualties, 

predominantly injured through blast and ballistic mechanisms. The generalisability 

of these findings to the wider civilian population must therefore be considered 

carefully and caution exercised before extrapolating them too widely. However 
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terrorist incidents are increasing worldwide12 and it is therefore not inconceivable 

that civilian surgeons will need to treat victims injured by blast and ballistics13. 

Lessons learnt by British military surgeons and presented in these clinical papers 

may need to be applied by civilian surgeons facing similar injuries.  

Notwithstanding mechanisms of injury, military and civilian patients differ in other 

ways. Deployed military personnel tend to be younger, free of comorbidities and 

with a high level of pre-injury fitness. Many of them expect to return to the same 

high level of function they had prior to their injury14. Military casualties benefit 

from a very clear treatment pathway with multiple specialists and members of the 

multi-disciplinary team involved in their care from their beginning. Though the 

benefits of this model are increasingly recognised and applied to civilian trauma 

care15 the rehabilitation pathway and resources available to military patients are 

more clearly defined and better funded resulting in improved outcomes16. 

4.5 Future research 

Since the cessation of combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan significant 

changes have been made to the management of patients both with lower limb 

amputation and retained limbs. 

Osseointegration (OI) describes a surgical procedure where an external prosthesis is 

directly attached to the skeleton through the use of an intramedullary device, 

negating the requirement for sockets17. This technique is of particular benefit to 

patients with high trans-femoral amputation (TFA) where problems with socket 

fitting may prevent ambulation. It may be that patients who have OI prosthesis of 

their TFA will now report improved quality of life, and close follow-up of this cohort 

will be required. 

For patients with blast injured hindfeet the use of offloading braces particularly in 

US military patients is showing potential18, and their use in British military 

casualties is likely to be of particular interest. Thus for both amputation and limb 
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reconstruction patients new surgical and rehabilitative options are changing the 

way injuries may be managed in the future, and will once again shift the paradigm 

of the should versus could debate of salvage over amputation. 

Finally, the studies I have presented for this PhD define surgeon reported outcomes 

after lower limb trauma alongside patient reported outcome measures. Having 

identified fracture non-union as being a particular problem in military patients the 

systematic review examining preclinical therapies for fracture non-union failed to 

identify a single therapy for translational research. Future work should focus on 

developing and validating a standardised model of non-union to be adopted by 

organisations such as AO and Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA). Once 

effective therapies for non-union are established at the pre-clinical phase, 

translational research can begin in humans, which would then provide the 

foundation for a RCT using the PICO approach. Researchers should also investigate 

why military patients are at higher risk of fracture non-union with consideration 

given to the effects of ballistic wounding on osteology and cell function. 
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This is a case series of prospectively gathered data characterising the injuries, surgical 

treatment and outcomes of consecutive British service personnel who underwent a 

unilateral lower limb amputation following combat injury. Patients with primary, unilateral 

loss of the lower limb sustained between March 2004 and March 2010 were identified from 

the United Kingdom Military Trauma Registry. Patients were asked to complete a Short-

Form (SF)-36 questionnaire. A total of 48 patients were identified: 21 had a trans-tibial 

amputation, nine had a knee disarticulation and 18 had an amputation at the trans-femoral 

level. The median New Injury Severity Score was 24 (mean 27.4 (9 to 75)) and the median 

number of procedures per residual limb was 4 (mean 5 (2 to 11)). Minimum two-year SF-36 

scores were completed by 39 patients (81%) at a mean follow-up of 40 months (25 to 75). 

The physical component of the SF-36 varied significantly between different levels of 

amputation (p = 0.01). Mental component scores did not vary between amputation levels 

(p = 0.114). Pain (p = 0.332), use of prosthesis (p = 0.503), rate of re-admission (p = 0.228) and 

mobility (p = 0.087) did not vary between amputation levels.

These findings illustrate the significant impact of these injuries and the considerable 

surgical burden associated with their treatment. Quality of life is improved with a longer 

residual limb, and these results support surgical attempts to maximise residual limb length.

Cite this article: Bone Joint J 2013;95-B:224�–9.

Modern high-energy military weapons pro-
duce devastating injuries predominantly affect-
ing the extremities.1,2 Amputation of the lower
limb, be it induced traumatically at time of
injury or surgically if the limb is unsalvageable,
is a life-changing injury.3

In civilian practice the main reason for limb
amputation is vascular disease,4 but the mili-
tary patient is different being younger, largely
free from medical comorbidities and possess-
ing a high level of pre-injury fitness.

This paper describes the injuries and surgical
treatment of British service personnel who sus-
tained a unilateral lower limb amputation fol-
lowing combat injury and defines their
medium-term outcomes.

Patients and Methods
This study was registered with, and approved
by, the Joint Medical Command. The United
Kingdom military Joint Theatre Trauma Regis-
try (JTTR) is an electronic database of pro-
spectively gathered information on all
casualties, collected by research nurses in
deployed military medical facilities and at the
Royal Centre for Defence Medicine (RCDM),
Birmingham, United Kingdom.5 All patients

who required a trauma alert call either on
presentation to a deployed military medical
facility or subsequently require repatriation
from such a facility to the United Kingdom
were included in the study. The database is
managed by the Academic Department for
Military Emergency Medicine at RCDM and
administered by the Defence Analytical Ser-
vices and Advice.

The JTTR was searched for all patients with
a unilateral lower limb amputation between
March 2004 and March 2010. Patients were
excluded if they underwent an amputation at
the ankle or distally. Patients in whom ampu-
tation occurred more than seven days after
injury were also excluded. Patients who con-
sented to participate in the study were inter-
viewed over the telephone and asked to
complete the United Kingdom-adapted second
version of the Short-Form 36 (SF-36 V2),6,7

with a reminder letter and second question-
naire sent at four weeks in the event of the ini-
tial form not being returned.

Responses to the SF-36 questionnaires were
entered into the Quality Metric Health Out-
comes Scoring Software version 4.0 (Quality
Metric, Lincoln, Rhode Island). Patient
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cohorts were defined according to the level of their ampu-
tation: trans-tibial (TT), knee-disarticulation (KD) or trans-
femoral (TF). Descriptive data were presented as a mean or
median with standard deviation (SD) and/or range. 

The severity of the injury was measured using the New
Injury Severity Score (NISS),8 which was calculated from
the 2005 military edition of the Abbreviated Injury Scale
coding manual.9 NISS is used in preference to the tradi-
tional Injury Severity Score (ISS),10 which only measures
the most severe injuries from separate body regions. NISS
methodology measures the most severe injuries, even if they
occur in the same region, and more accurately quantifies
trauma patterns from combat.8,11

A perfused but probably unsalvageable limb may not be
amputated in the immediate medical facility. This permits
the final decision on amputation or salvage to be made by
the orthopaedic and plastic surgeons at the RCDM and also
retains a potential source of graft material. Planned ampu-
tation in these patients occurred at the third surgical epi-
sode, after the initial operation in the United Kingdom,
which was used to assess tissue viability and to plan recon-
struction or amputation. The delay until planned amputa-
tion was used for the basis of the seven day definition of
primary amputation.

An intact or readily reconstructable knee joint, in which
there was adequate bone length and soft-tissue cover,
especially from skin and fascia below the knee, normally
allowed for a successful TT amputation. It was often neces-
sary to perform TT amputations at a level more proximal
than the 8 cm of tibial length per 1 m of height, as has been
described.12

For an amputation at the level of the knee joint, knee dis-
articulation was performed and the joint capsule and collat-
eral structures secured over the femoral condyles in order to
achieve a stable soft-tissue envelope, over which fat and
skin could be closed. If sufficient joint capsule was not pre-
sent as a result of the initial injury or due to previous
debridement, the articular surface of the condyles was
excised, either down to sub-chondral bone or bone levels
similar to the resection undertaken in total knee replace-
ment. This exposed cancellous bone encouraged faster tis-
sue adherence than the articular cartilage when the capsule

was absent. Narrowing and shortening of the femur can
allow primary closure with a �‘pseudo-KD�’ rather than
amputation at the TF level. These procedures were delayed
until wound closure was possible, thus reducing the risk of
femoral intramedullary bacterial colonisation. An intact
patella was not routinely excised, although the articular
surface was occasionally removed to reduce anterior-poste-
rior bulk in order to facilitate wound closure, although if
the patella had sustained a comminuted fracture it was
excised rather than reconstructed.

TF amputations were performed at a level to maximise
bone length without compromising the soft-tissue cover. If
required in a mid-shaft amputation, several centimetres of
bone would be sacrificed in order to cover the weight-bear-
ing surface with healthy muscle and skin. Conversely, in the
presence of a distal TF amputation with a good muscle
envelope but extensive skin loss, split-skin grafting was
used to achieve coverage, rather than converting to a higher
TF amputation with cutaneous closure.

Gauze-based topical negative pressure (TNP) dressings
were used at every stage of the surgical management of
stumps, at all amputation levels and for several days after
definitive closure. When further soft-tissue necrosis was
anticipated after surgery, the tissues were left in their ana-
tomical position in order to reduce the risk of damage and
blood loss, while a level of demarcation formed.
Statistical analysis. Comparison across cohorts was per-
formed using a Kruskal-Wallis test and between cohorts with
a Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables. Fisher�’s
exact test was used for comparison of dichotomous data. A
threshold for significance was set at a p-value < 0.05.

Results
A total of 1694 United Kingdom military personnel were
injured or killed during this study period, of whom
48 patients (2.8%) had a primary unilateral lower limb
amputation for which clinical notes and JTTR records were
available. In all, 21 patients had a TT amputation, nine had
a KD and 18 had amputation at the TF level. It was not pos-
sible to contact seven of the 48 patients. A further two
patients provided information on the use of prostheses and
pain but did not return their SF-36 questionnaires.

Table I. Analysis of characteristics of patients lost to follow-up, by Mann-Whitney U test for
all characteristics except amputation level (Fisher�’s exact test)

Included patients Lost to follow-up p-value

Patients (n) 39 9
Mean (SD) age (yrs) 24.4 (5.16) 24.8 (3.4) 0.4992�†

Mean (SD) NISS 27.4 (13.9) 30.8 (15.9) 0.7336�†

Amputation level (n, %)* 0.5536�‡

TTA 18 (46) 3 (33)
KD 8 (21) 1 (11)
TFA 13 (33) 5 (56)

Mean (SD) time since injury (mths) 39.6 (13.8) 50 (2.7) 0.2004�†

* TTA, trans-tibial; KD, knee disarticulation; TFA, trans-femoral 
�† Mann-Whitney U test
�‡ Fisher�’s exact test
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Therefore full data were available on 39 of the 48 patients
(81%) (Table I). The mean follow-up period was 40
months, (25 to 75; SD 16).

All but one of the patients was male and all of the injuries
were the result of blast weapons; nine blasts were as a result
of indirect fire munitions (e.g., rocket-propelled grenades)

and the remainder were as a result of improvised explosive
devices (IEDs). Only six patients were injured during ser-
vice in Iraq, with the remainder injured during operations
in Afghanistan.

Of the patients in this series, four had NISS scores > 15,
a commonly used definition of �‘major-trauma�’. The mean
NISS in this study was 27 (9 to 75, SD 14), and the NISS was
significantly higher in patients with more proximal ampu-
tation (p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis) (Fig. 1). The mean num-
ber of surgical procedures per limb was 4.1 (SD 1.8) and the
mean critical care stay was 4.9 days (SD 6.3). Three patients
had contralateral bony injuries of their hindfoot or ankle,
seven had contralateral tibial fractures and one had a con-
tralateral femoral fracture.

The physical component score (PCS) of the SF-36 declined
significantly with more proximal amputation levels (p =
0.01, Kruskal-Wallis), but there was no significant difference
between the TF and KD cohorts when compared directly (p
= 0.178, Mann-Whitney) (Fig. 2). Mental component scores
did not vary across groups (p = 0.114, Kruskal-Wallis).The
mean self-reported prosthesis use, in hours per day, was not
significantly different across the groups (p = 0.503, Kruskal-
Wallis). In the TT group, prosthetic use was a mean 14.4
hours per day (SD 2.5) (Fig. 3). 

The self-declared ability to walk 500 m did not vary sig-
nificantly across the amputation groups (p = 0.087, Fisher�’s
exact test) (Fig. 4).

There was no significant difference between amputation
levels in the 20 of the 42 patients reporting residual limb
pain (p = 0.8, Fisher�’s exact test). There was similarly no
significant difference between amputation level with
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Fig. 1

Plot showing the mean New Injury Severity Score (NISS)
by level of amputation (TTA, trans-tibial; KD, knee disar-
ticulation; TFA, trans-femoral). The transverse lines rep-
resent the mean values and the error bars represent the
standard deviation. There was a significant difference
across all groups (p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis) and between
the KD and TFA groups (p = 0.002, Mann-Whitney).
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Fig. 2

Plot showing the mean Short-Form 36 physical compo-
nent score (SF-36 PCS) by level of amputation (TTA,
trans-tibial; KD, knee disarticulation; TFA, trans-femoral).
The transverse lines represent the mean values and the
error bars represent the standard deviation. There was a
significant difference across all groups (p = 0.010,
Kruskal-Wallis), and an observed difference between the
KD and TFA groups (p = 0.178, Mann-Whitney), although
this did not reach significance.
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Fig. 3

Plot showing the mean duration of prosthesis use per
day by level of amputation (TTA, trans-tibial; KD, knee
disarticulation; TFA, trans-femoral). The transverse lines
represent the mean values and the error bars represent
the standard deviation. There was no significant differ-
ence across the groups (p = 0.503, Kruskal-Wallis).
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respect to the bodily pain component of the SF-36
(p = 0.332, Kruskal-Wallis) (Fig. 5).

Unplanned re-admission for a complication related to
the residual limb occurred in 19 of 41 patients (46%).
There was no association between re-admission and the
level of amputation (p = 0.228, Fisher�’s exact test).

Discussion
The results show that lower-limb loss represents a signifi-
cant, life-changing burden on survivors of combat injury
and that longer residual limb lengths are associated with
higher physical component of quality of life scores.

Currently for amputees there is no single accepted out-
come measurement.13,14 The SF-36 was developed as a non-
specific measure of the impact of illness or disability on the
quality of life.6 It was used in this study due to its extensive
application in outcome studies looking at both amputation
and limb salvage following trauma, and also because it
could differentiate between the physical and emotional
effect of injuries on the patient�’s quality of life.

The ability to walk 500 m has been found to be a key fac-
tor for independent living,15 and was therefore assessed in
our study. Employment was not evaluated as it is not con-
sidered relevant in the military context, because many
service personnel in this study were still employed in the
services, either completing their rehabilitation or retained
in a non-combat role.

The surgical strategy for limb amputation has evolved
during the recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Mili-
tary surgeons in previous wars performed limb amputation
proximal to the zone of injury in order to allow for the for-
mation of a robust stump with closure of healthy wound

edges,16 typically requiring only two surgical procedures.17

In the current conflicts, the surgical strategy has focused on
maximising the length of the residual limb. This has been
achieved by serial debridement over several operations
where only non-viable tissue from within the zone of injury
is excised. Plastic surgical techniques are then used to
ensure closure of the soft-tissue envelope over bone. This
approach results in a longer residual limb, albeit with a less
regular surface. The authors believe this approach gives a
better long-term functional result for amputees but it does
require a greater number of surgical procedures and longer
hospital stay.

SF-36 outcomes have previously been described in mili-
tary patients with unilateral lower limb loss but not distin-
guishing between amputation levels.17-20 Studies with
medium- and long-term follow-up were identified during a
systematic review21 and the authors contacted for unpub-
lished data enabling outcomes by amputation height to be
calculated (Table II).

However direct comparison between the results of this
study and previous data is difficult. Gunawardena et al18

and Taghipour et al19 excluded all patients with other sig-
nificant injuries. Dougherty�’s17 patient population of Viet-
nam veterans is the most comparable to the patients in this
study, but the 28-year follow-up is likely to affect
outcomes, as even two years after injury, a few patients in
our study were still having surgical treatment to their
residual limb.

The question of amputation through the knee remains
unresolved. The British Association of Plastic, Reconstruc-
tive and Aesthetic Surgeons/British Orthopaedic Associa-
tion (BAPRAS/BOA) standards for managing open lower
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Fig. 4

Bar chart showing the proportion of patients with a self-
declared ability to walk more than 500 m by amputation
level (TTA, trans-tibial; KD, knee disarticulation; TFA,
trans-femoral). There was no statistically significant dif-
ference between the groups (p = 0.087, Fisher�’s exact
test).

Fig. 5

Plot showing the mean Short-Form (SF)-36 bodily pain
score by level of amputation (TTA, trans-tibial; KD, knee
disarticulation; TFA, trans-femoral). The transverse lines
represent the mean values and the error bars represent
the standard deviation. No significant difference was
found between the groups (p = 0.332, Kruskal-Wallis).
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limb fractures did not recommend KD in adults.20 This was
based on the 16 patients with KD in the Lower-Extremity
Assessment Project in which they found significantly better
sickness impact profile scores and walking speeds in patients
with TF amputations compared with KD at two years.3 An
alternative view is presented in the findings of a recent meta-
analysis of outcomes after amputation following trauma,
which showed that patients with a KD performed better than
TF amputation with regard to SF-36 PCS and walking dis-
tance.21

Our findings support the position that the quality of life
is largely related to the performance of the functional unit
formed by the combination of the prosthesis and the resid-
ual limb. However, prosthetic fitting for KD amputations is
technically more challenging than at the TF level, and sur-
geons operating in countries with a limited limb-fitting ser-
vice should take this into account when deciding on the
level of an amputation.16

Combat injuries are inherently heterogeneous and
grouping them by amputation height ignores these differ-
ences, particularly injuries to the contralateral limb. The
correlation between amputation height and SF-36 PCS
shows that the mechanical advantage of a longer residual
limb and the higher energy demand associated with walk-
ing on a shorter residual limb is confirmed.22 However,
patients with more proximal amputations may also have
more severe injuries; our study is not large enough to allow
for analysis of the relationship between amputation height
and SF-36 PCS, while taking into account the severity of the
injury. TF amputation in this population can refer to a wide
range of amputation heights, including extreme proximal
levels. Delayed amputation has been excluded from this
study, as the authors regard this as a failure of limb salvage
and believe that this is a clinical entity distinct from pri-
mary amputation. This is because amputation often occurs
months or even years after injury, during which time the
patient�’s rehabilitation has stalled and multiple operations
may be required with associated complications.23

Despite these weaknesses, this study describes the inju-
ries and treatments of all British Service personnel with a

primary unilateral lower limb amputation sustained over a
six-year period of combat operations. Furthermore, we
present the outcomes in 39 patients with a mean follow-up
of 40 months. These findings show that superior quality of
life outcomes occur in patients with longer residual limbs,
which supports the current surgical strategy of maximising
residual limb length whenever possible.
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This is a retrospective study of survivors of recent conflicts with an open fracture of the 
femur. We analysed the records of 48 patients (48 fractures) and assessed the outcome. The 
median follow up for 47 patients (98%) was 37 months (interquartile range 19 to 53); 31 
(66%) achieved union; 16 (34%) had a revision procedure, two of which were transfemoral 
amputation (4%).

The New Injury Severity Score, the method of fixation, infection and the requirement for 
soft-tissue cover were not associated with a poor outcome. The degree of bone loss was 
strongly associated with a poor outcome (p = 0.00204). A total of four patients developed an 
infection; two with S. aureus, one with E. coli and one with A. baumannii.

This study shows that, compared with historical experience, outcomes after open 
fractures of the femur sustained on the battlefield are good, with no mortality and low rates 
of infection and late amputation. The degree of bone loss is closely associated with a poor 
outcome.

Cite this article: Bone Joint J 2015;97-B:842–6.

In civilian practice, open fractures of the femur
are relatively uncommon. Compared with
fractures at other sites they are associated with
higher energy and are more severe injuries.1

On the battlefield, open femoral fractures were
often fatal in the past. In the First World War,
the rate of mortality from a fracture of the
femur caused by a gunshot was as high as
80%.2

In modern warfare, the extremities are more
commonly involved in combat injuries than
other regions of the body.3 Recent research has
shown a significant improvement in survival
over the course of the conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan.4 This has resulted in the survival
of casualties who would have succumbed to
their limb injuries in previous conflicts. The
long-term outcome of open femoral fractures
is, therefore, increasingly important.

The aim of this study was to characterise
severe open femoral fractures in survivors of
recent conflicts and to identify factors associ-
ated with poor healing.

Patients and Methods
This study was registered with, and approved
by, the Joint Medical Command. The Joint
Theatre Trauma Registry (JTTR) is an elec-
tronic database that prospectively gathers data
on casualties sustained overseas and is admin-
istered by Defence Statistics.5 Data are gath-

ered on all casualties, including soldiers who
are killed immediately, soldiers whose injuries
trigger a trauma alert on arrival at a deployed
medical facility, and soldiers whose injuries
subsequently require repatriation to the United
Kingdom. The data are collected by research
nurses at the medical facilities and at the Royal
Centre for Defence Medicine (RCDM),
Birmingham, United Kingdom.5

The registry was searched for codes that
described bony injuries of the hip, femur or
knee sustained between the invasion of Iraq on
19 March 2003 and 31 December 2012. Only
survivors from the United Kingdom with AO
type 32 open fractures were included.6 Clinical
notes and radiographs were reviewed; we
included patients with a lower limb amputa-
tion if the limb was amputated at or below the
knee. We excluded patients with a transfemo-
ral amputation and more proximal femoral
fracture, and those with follow-up of less than
12 months. The clinical notes and radiographs
were reviewed, and the Ministry of Defence
primary care electronic records (Defence Med-
ical Information Capability Programme
(DMICP)). Data were gathered on the patients’
demographics, the details of the injury and
management.

A good outcome was considered to be a
fracture that clinically and radiologically
achieved union without requiring further
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surgery. Amputation or revision of the bony construct for
non- or malunion were considered poor outcomes.
Removal of symptomatic metalwork was not regarded as a
negative outcome.

The following variables were considered: the New Injury
Severity Score (NISS);7 the method of fixation, dichot-
omised into intramedullary nail or plates and screws; deep
infection, defined as surgical treatment for an infected limb;
the degree of bone loss, graded according to a previously
described classification system (Table I)8 and the soft-tissue
cover (where more than one plastic surgical technique was
used the highest on the ‘reconstructive ladder’ was
recorded).9

Statistical analysis. Descriptive data are presented as a
median with interquartile range (IQR). Comparison
between cohorts was performed with a Mann–Whitney U
test for continuous variables or a Fisher’s exact test for
dichotomous variables, and with respect to bone loss, a 2 × 5
contingency table was used. When determining statistical
significance, a Bonferroni correction was applied to reduce
the chance of a type 1 error inherent in the comparison
of multiple variables; significance was therefore set at
p < 0.01. Analysis was performed using Graph Pad Prism
(San Diego, California).

Results
There were 2184 wounded casualties during the study
period. A search of the JTTR database identified 149
patients with bony injuries affecting the hip, femur or knee.
A total of 101 did not meet the inclusion criteria, leaving 48

patients (48 open femoral fractures) in the study, represent-
ing 2.2% of all casualties during this period. No patient
died following an isolated open femur fracture.

The median age of the patients was 23 years (IQR 20 to
29) and all but one were male. Most were injured as a result
of gunshot wounds (n = 25, 52%, Table II).

Five patients had an amputation distal to the femoral
fracture; three through the knee and two at a transtibial
level. The fractures extended into the knee joint in seven
patients. Six required arterial repair (Gustillo-Anderson
IIIC10) and eight required surgical treatment of an associ-
ated nerve injury. Five suffered a traumatic amputation of
the contralateral leg.

Complete follow-up data were available for 47 patients
(98%); further outcome analysis was performed on this
cohort. The median follow-up was 37 months (IQR 19 to
53). Following initial surgical management, union of the
femoral fracture was achieved without further intervention
in 31 of these 47 patients (66%). Union was achieved in all
non-amputee patients at a median of five months (IQR 4 to
7) post-operatively.

A total of 16 (34%) underwent further surgery; two
required transfemoral amputation (4%) (Tables III and IV).
There were no disarticulations of the hip. The median time
from injury to the first revision procedure was four months
(IQR 3.5 to 13.5).

The most common initial method of stabilisation was skel-
etal traction, used in 23 patients (48%). External fixation was
used in 14 (29%) and the remaining fractures were splinted
with a plaster cast or a Thomas splint with skin traction.

Definitive fixation was achieved with an intramedullary
nail in 29 patients (60%) and 18 (38%) were managed with
plates and/or screws. The median delay to fixation was
three days (IQR 2.5 to 4.0), although one patient remained
so physiologically unstable that he did not undergo fixation
for 50 days. The median number of surgical episodes per
femur was 4 (IQR 3.0 to 5.0). There was no association
between the method of fixation and likelihood of union
(p = 0.5156, Fisher’s exact test).

TTaabbllee  II.. Grading system for bone loss

Grade Definition

0 None
1 Minimal, some bone loss but < 1 cm longitudinally around > 50% of the circumference of the shaft some cortical contact maintained
2 Moderate, bone loss between 1 cm and 2 cm around > 50% of the circumference of the shaft but with some cortical contact
3 Severe, bone loss > 2 cm around > 50% of the circumference of the shaft but with some cortical contact
4 Segmental bone loss

TTaabbllee  IIII.. Mechanism of injury

Mechanism n (%)

Gunshot wounds 25 (52)
Explosive – improvised explosive device 19 (40)
Explosive – indirect fire weapon e.g. mortar 3 (6)
Other 1 (2)

TTaabbllee  IIIIII.. Causes of revision with median time to revision and range

Cause n Median time to revision (mths) (IQR)

Metal failure 4 2 (1 to 4)
Malunion 4 16 (4 to 22)
Non-union 2 4 (3 to 12)
Infection 4 10 (4 to 15)
Other 2 12 (1 to 23)

IQR, interquartile range

TTaabbllee  IIVV.. Type of revision procedure with median time to revision and
range shown

Procedure n Median time to revision (mths) (IQR)

Revision of fixation 11 4 (1 to 22)
Osteotomy and revision of 
fixation

3 12 (4 to 19)

TFA 2 12 (1 to 23)

IQR, interquartile range; TFA, trans-femoral amputation
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Deep infection requiring surgical treatment occurred in
four fractures (8%). In two patients, Staphylococcus aureus
was isolated; in one, Escherichia coli and Acinetobacter
baumannii was isolated in one patient. All four required
further surgery before achieving union. Meaningful statisti-
cal analysis of such small numbers is limited, however there
was no association between the presence of deep infection
and outcome (p = 0.0102, Fisher’s exact test).

Of the 47 patients with complete follow-up data, we
were unable to categorise bone loss in three cases, as there
were no initial radiographs available for review. Two of
these cases had a good outcome and one had a poor out-
come. Of the 44 with full follow-up and available initial
radiographs, 61% (27/44) had associated bone loss. The
degree of femoral bone loss was significantly associated
with the requirement for further surgery (p = 0.00204,
Fisher’s exact test) as shown in Figure 1

The most common techniques used to cover or close
wounds were split skin grafts and delayed primary closure
Table V. Local or free flaps were required in three patients;
this was not associated with outcome (p = 0.2076, Fisher’s
exact test).

The median NISS was 22 (IQR 9 to 34); 28 patients
(58.3%) had a NISS > 15, the commonly used definition of
major trauma.11 There was no significant difference in
NISS scores between patients with a good or poor outcome
(p = 0.0248, Mann–Whitney analysis) (Fig. 2).

Discussion
This study characterises open femoral fractures sustained
by survivors of recent conflict. There were no deaths due to
an isolated femoral fracture during the study period,
although it is likely that some of the multiply-injured casu-
alties who were killed in action, or soon after injury, had an
open fracture of the femur. However, as the aim of this
paper was to examine the effect of variables on outcome,
we only considered survivors of an open femoral fracture.

In the initial stages of the First World War, 100 years ago,
an open femoral fracture was regarded as a fatal injury.12,13

Stabilisation of the fracture was so difficult in this era that
some military surgeons suggested transfemoral amputation
as the only method to reduce mortality rates.14 Following the
introduction of the Thomas splint, Sir Henry Gray observed
a reduction in mortality from 80% to 16%.15 Although the
accuracy of this claim has been questioned as this reduction
is likely to have been the result of improvements in many ele-
ments of care, it is clear that over the course of the First
World War the management, and therefore outcome, of open
femoral fractures, improved substantially.

The measure of improvement in the management of open
femoral fractures at that time was mortality. As mortality

TTaabbllee  VV.. Plastic surgical techniques for wound
coverage and closure

Technique n (%)

Delayed primary closure 20 (42)
Split skin graft 24 (50)
Local flap 2 (4)
Free flap 1 (2)

Fig. 1

Bar graph showing bone loss and outcome. P-value according to
Fisher’s exact test across all groups is shown.
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Scatter plot showing the New Injury Severity Score according to out-
come. The horizontal lines denote the median and inter-quartile ranges.
P-value, according to Mann–Whitney analysis, is shown.
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rates have fallen, infection has become a more important
indicator of the success of management. In the Second
World War, Soto-Hall and Horwitz16 reported deep
infection in 27 of 100 open femoral fractures. In the Balkan
conflict of the 1990s Miric et al17 described a deep, chronic
infection rate of 12% in a series of 17 patients, while in a
contemporary United States military cohort of 41 open
proximal femur fractures, Mack et al18 reported a com-
bined superficial and deep rate of infection of 31%.

Defining infection is not without difficulty. All combat
wounds are on a spectrum of contamination-colonisation-
infection. This study therefore used the unambiguous defi-
nition of infection as that requiring surgical treatment, as in
similar studies.8,19 It is worth reiterating that the mainstay
of treatment for wound sepsis remains surgical, as it was
prior to the development of antibiotics, with excision of
necrotic or heavily contaminated tissue and irrigation with
saline. Other studies reporting infection rates in open frac-
tures have either defined infection microbiologically,20

clinically21 or have not stated how it was defined.22

Only four patients (8%) in this series had a deep infec-
tion. We believe that this low rate of infection supports the
current anti-microbial treatment strategy. Current mili-
tary practice in the United Kingdom is to treat open frac-
tures with 1.2 g of intravenous co-amoxiclav every eight
hours, started as soon as possible after the point of
wounding. If patients show signs of wound sepsis antibi-
otic therapy is tailored to the microbiological results. In
those without definitive microbiological results, individ-
ual patients are discussed at a multi-disciplinary team
meeting. In these situations, clindamycin is often given in
addition to co-amoxiclav. However, in patients in whom
the injury was sustained in an aquatic environment (e.g.
irrigation canals), ciprofloxacin may also be administered
to cover for atypical gram negative species (e.g. Aero-
monas hydrophilia). Antibiotics are discontinued when, in
the opinion of the treating surgeon, the wound is free from
signs of infection and regarded as healthy. This is typically
longer than the three days or time of closure as
suggested by guidelines from the British Association of
Plastic Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons/British
Orthopaedic Association.23

Open femoral fractures are less common than open tibial
fractures and there are relatively few case series in the liter-
ature. This rate of infection is substantially lower than in a
comparable cohort of open tibial fractures where the rate
was 23%.8 Others have also reported that open tibial frac-
tures are more prone to infection than femoral frac-
tures,10,24 probably because the precarious blood supply of
the subcutaneous tibia which is at risk of devitalisation at
the time of injury or subsequent debridement.24 Further-
more, it is probable that if the injury is sustained stepping
onto a victim-initiated explosive device the lower leg will be
more heavily contaminated with debris than the thigh,
given the mechanics of a blast wave and the tibia’s
proximity to the epicentre.

The presence of deep infection was the sole predictor of
poor outcome in a previously published, similar cohort of
tibial fractures.8 We did not find a statistically significant
association between deep infection and outcome in our
cohort of open femoral fractures, although the small num-
bers involved limit the validity of the analysis. None of
those with an infection healed without further surgery.

We found that the degree of loss of femoral bone signifi-
cantly affected the outcome. The mechanism of injury for
open femoral fractures is almost equally distributed
between gunshot wounds (56%) and blasts (44%). This is
in contrast to an equivalent cohort of open tibial fractures
where there was a heavy preponderance of blast injuries
(71%) to gunshot wounds (29%).8

In the tibia, a blast that causes much tibial bone loss
without traumatic amputation would have devastating per-
iosteal stripping and soft-tissue loss; the consequent devi-
talisation often precludes any attempt at limb salvage.
Conversely, the soft-tissue envelope of the femur allows sal-
vage to be a more viable option, even in open fractures with
grade 3 or 4 bone loss. It is now our strategy to acutely
shorten the femur in patients with grade 3 or 4 bone loss,
followed by lengthening once bony union has been
achieved, which was performed successfully in the most
recent two cases of severe bone loss.. We found a signifi-
cantly higher risk of nonunion with grade 3 or 4 bone loss
than with grade 2 bone loss. This is most likely to be due to
the loss of the protective soft-tissue envelope and devitali-
sation of the periosteum sustained in the initial trauma.

The degree of contamination associated with blast
wounds cannot be over-emphasised. The blast wave tends
to drive debris deep into tissue planes, often extending far
beyond that of visible damage. The two patients with open
femoral fractures who subsequently required transfemoral
amputation were injured by blasts, although this is not sta-
tistically significant. Similarly, in the cohort of tibial frac-
tures, all seven patients who required transtibial
amputation had been injured in blasts.8 Again, this did not
reach significance.

In civilian practice, 40% of open fractures occur in the
lower limb, although most of these are tibial fractures with
an approximate ratio for open fractures of 4:1 tibia to
femur.1 In our study period of ten years, open femoral frac-
tures were seen in 2.2% of all casualties. Over the same
period in Iraq open tibial fractures occurred in 4.6% of all
casualties, confirming the observation that open tibial inju-
ries are more common than those affecting the femur in
whichever setting.3

In general, decisions regarding stabilisation of the frac-
ture in the military patient are the same as for the civilian
patient. However, in circumstances where a severely trau-
matised patient has an extensive wound facilitating access
to the fracture, plate fixation is used. This explains the rel-
atively common use of plates in our series, relative to IM
nails. Typically unreamed, solid IM nails are used to reduce
the surgical insult and operating time.
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The study has limitations, being retrospective and obser-
vational in nature. The relatively small cohort of patients
with multiple injuries prevents direct comparison between
groups. Ideally patient-reported outcome measures would
be collected, but as Figure 1 shows, these patients typically
have many injuries and this would be a significant con-
founder for overall quality-of-life outcome tools. We
believe that using both primary and secondary care records
to gather follow-up data strengthens the outcome data
obtained.

The Lower Extremity Assessment Project showed that re-
admission to hospital closely correlates with a poor out-
come.25 We therefore chose revision surgery, including
delayed amputation, as an indicator of failure of treatment.

Despite the weaknesses, we believe that this study suc-
cessfully details the injuries, treatment and initial outcomes
in military casualties with an open fracture of the femur
sustained over a decade of conflict.
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The aim of this study was to report the pattern of severe open diaphyseal tibial fractures 
sustained by military personnel, and their orthopaedic�–plastic surgical management.The 
United Kingdom Military Trauma Registry was searched for all such fractures sustained 
between 2006 and 2010. Data were gathered on demographics, injury, management and 
preliminary outcome, with 49 patients with 57 severe open tibial fractures identified for in-
depth study. The median total number of orthopaedic and plastic surgical procedures per 
limb was three (2 to 8). Follow-up for 12 months was complete in 52 tibiae (91%), and half 
the fractures (n = 26) either had united or in the opinion of the treating surgeon were 
progressing towards union. The relationship between healing without further intervention 
was examined for multiple variables. Neither the New Injury Severity Score, the method of 
internal fixation, the requirement for vascularised soft-tissue cover nor the degree of bone 
loss was associated with poor bony healing. Infection occurred in 12 of 52 tibiae (23%) and 
was associated with poor bony healing (p = 0.008). This series characterises the complex 
orthopaedic�–plastic surgical management of severe open tibial fractures sustained in 
combat and defines the importance of aggressive prevention of infection.
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Injuries from modern warfare mainly affect the
limbs.1 It is likely that improvements in body
armour and helmets, coupled with the use of
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), have led
to an increase in the severity of limb injuries in
those who would have previously suffered
fatal injuries to the chest and abdomen. The
superficial nature of the tibia and its poor
blood supply make the management of open
tibial fractures difficult.2 Evidence from civil-
ian practice shows that combined management
of these injuries in specialist centres, adopted
as the standard of care by the British Ortho-
paedic Association and the British Association
of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Sur-
geons,3 improves outcomes.4-6

Open fractures of the tibia sustained during
combat differ from those usually seen in the
civilian setting. The energy transferred from
military munitions and IEDs is considerably
higher than that caused by road traffic acci-
dents, falls or civilian gunshot wounds. This
difference manifests most clearly in the degree
of tissue loss and periosteal stripping that com-
monly occurs in combat injuries. Bone and soft
tissues are either blasted from the limb at the
moment of injury or are devitalised, requiring
surgical excision. Severe contamination at the
time of injury is almost universal and requires

extensive debridement as part of the surgical
prevention of infection.

The aim of this study was to characterise
the pattern of severe open tibial fractures
encountered in current conflicts and to iden-
tify factors that might be associated with a
poor early outcome.

Patients and Methods
The United Kingdom Military Joint Theatre
Trauma Registry (JTTR) captures data on all
patients admitted to British military medical
facilities who are subsequently repatriated for
treatment. We searched for codes that included
bony injuries of the knee, tibia or ankle sus-
tained between 1 April 2006 and 30 September
2010 in United Kingdom personnel. The clini-
cal records and radiographs of these patients
were reviewed and the following were
excluded: injuries not involving the tibial dia-
physis (AO/Müller type 427); injuries other
than those graded by the operating surgeon as
Gustilo-Anderson grade III8; and patients who
were managed with a primary amputation
(either below- or above-knee) within the first
three surgical episodes.

Data were gathered on the patients�’ demo-
graphics, injury and surgical management.
Outcomes were determined at 12 months and
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were regarded as good if the fracture had united or, in the
opinion of the treating surgeon, was clinically and radio-
logically progressing towards union. Unplanned revision of
fixation or bone grafting were used as surrogate markers of
a lack of healing and, together with amputation after the
third surgical episode, were regarded as poor outcomes.

The following factors were analysed: 1) New Injury
Severity Score (NISS)9; 2) degree of tibial bone loss, which
was graded according to a modification of Robinson et
al�’s10 classification (Table I); 3) fixation, which was dichot-
omised into internal (intramedullary (IM) nail or plates and
screws) versus external fixation (monoaxial and circular
frames) or splintage; 4) soft tissues (the requirement for
vascularised soft-tissue reconstruction was recorded, and
when more than one plastic surgical technique was used,
the most complicated was recorded); 5) infection, with a
limb deemed to have been infected if surgical treatment for
infection was undertaken.
Statistical analysis. Descriptive data are given as means with
standard deviations (SD), or medians with ranges where
appropriate. Continuous data were analysed using
Wilcoxon�’s rank sum test with continuity correction. The
other four factors were analysed using Fisher�’s exact test. In
interpreting the levels of statistical significance, a Bonferroni
correction was applied to avoid the increased risk of a type 1
error inherent in multiple comparisons. In order to allow for
the five comparisons, significance was set at a p-value < 0.01.

Results
The search of the JTTR database elicited 233 patients
with bony injuries affecting the knee, tibia or ankle. After
review of case notes and radiographs, 184 were excluded
according to the predefined criteria, leaving 49 patients
with 57 severe open tibial fractures. The mean age of these
patients was 26 years (19 to 43). Most patients (n = 35,
71%) had sustained injuries from a blast (Table II). The
grading of the 57 fractures according to the Gustilo-
Anderson classification is shown in Table III. A total of
15 fractures (26%) were in patients who had an associ-
ated fracture of the ipsilateral foot, and four (7%) had an
ipsilateral femoral fracture. A total of eight fractures
(14%) had an associated nerve injury and seven patients
(14%) had suffered a traumatic amputation of the contra-
lateral leg. There were contralateral fractures of the

calcanei in four patients (7%), of the tibia (closed) in three
(5%) and of the femur in four (7%).

A total of 27 limbs (47%) required immediate four-
compartment fasciotomies; 40 (70%) were initially stabi-
lised with an external fixator. The remaining 17 (30%)
were splinted with Plaster of Paris. The median number of
orthopaedic and plastic surgical procedures per limb was
three (two to eight).
Outcomes. In five patients (five tibiae) insufficient informa-
tion could be retrieved for the outcome at 12 months to be
determined. Complete follow-up data were therefore avail-
able for 44 patients (52 tibiae; 91%). At 12 months a total
of 26 (50%) had achieved union, or were progressing clin-
ically and radiologically towards union. Revision surgery
had been required for 19 fractures (36%) because of either
a failure of fixation or lack of progress towards union.
Amputation had been required for seven fractures (13%),
owing to ischaemia in one, infection in three, pain or
deformity in one and an unsalvageable calcaneal fracture in
two. In all instances it was felt that further attempts at sal-
vage would be inappropriate.

The median NISS was 22 (mean 25.1 (4 to 45)), reflect-
ing the severe injuries in these patients. The median score in
the group with a good outcome was 19.5 (interquartile
range (IQR) 10 to 26.75) and in those with a bad outcome
it was 22 (IQR 17 to 27). There was no statistically signif-
icant difference in median scores between the two groups
(p = 0.179, Wilcoxon�’s rank sum test) (Fig. 1).

The degree of bone loss after debridement is shown in
Table IV. Bone grafting was used in five fractures (9.6%).
Bone loss scores showed no statistically significant differ-
ence (p = 0.046, Fisher�’s exact test) (Fig. 2).

Definitive fixation was achieved using an intramedullary
nail in 29 fractures (51%) and using plates and screws in
14 (25%). Further breakdown of the management of the
fractures is shown in Table V. The median delay to fixation
was three days (1 to 51) from the time of injury. No rela-
tionship was found between the method of fixation and
outcome (p = 1.0, Fisher�’s exact test).

Table I. Grading system for bone loss10

Grade Definition

0 None
1 Minimal, some bone loss but < 1 cm longitudinally around 

> 50% of the circumference of the shaft and with some
cortical contact

2 Moderate, bone loss between 1 and 2 cm around > 50% of 
the circumference of the shaft but with some cortical
contact

3 Severe, bone loss > 2 cm around > 50% of the circumfer-
ence of the shaft but with some cortical contact

4 Segmental bone loss

Table II. Mechanism of injury in the 49 patients

Mechanism n (%)

Blast �– improvised explosive device 31 (63)
Blast �– indirect fire (e.g. mortars, rockets) 4 (8)
Gunshot wounds 13 (27)
Other 1 (2)

Table III. Gustilo-Anderson classification of
the 57 fractures according to the surgeon at
the initial procedure

Gustilo-Anderson classification n (%)

3A 10 (17)
3B 43 (75)
3C 4 (7)
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The most common technique used for initial soft-tissue
cover was split skin grafting (22 fractures, 39%). In
18 (32%) it was thought that the pattern of soft-tissue and
bony injury necessitated flap coverage (Table VI). No statis-
tically significant association was found between the need
for a flap and the outcome (p = 0.538, Fisher�’s exact test).

Deep infection requiring surgical treatment occurred
during the management of 12 of 52 fractures (23%);
11 occurred in limbs with a poor outcome. There was a sta-
tistically significant association between deep infection
requiring surgical treatment and poor outcome (p = 0.008,
Fisher�’s exact test).

Discussion
This study characterises the challenging nature of the man-
agement of severe open tibial fractures sustained in combat.
A typical case is illustrated in Figures 3 to 5. The rate of
infection was 23%. Analysis suggests that infection requir-
ing surgical treatment is significantly associated with
impaired bony healing. Neither NISS, severity of bone loss,

type of fixation, nor the need for vascularised soft-tissue
reconstruction was associated with outcome at 12 months.

There are clearly weaknesses in this retrospective obser-
vational study. There may be additional confounding fac-
tors within such a heterogeneous population treated by
different surgeons. The outcome measures used are clini-
cally relevant but lack objectivity.

Many surgeons would regard amputation later than the
first or second procedure as a failure of salvage. However,
owing to the unique constraints inherent in the care of com-
bat casualties, amputation was regarded in this study as a
failure only if it was required after three procedures. This
reflects the practice of temporarily stabilising some limbs of
dubious functional viability prior to transporting the
patient back to the United Kingdom. 
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Fig. 1

Scatter plot showing the New Injury Severity Score by �‘poor�’ and
�‘good�’ initial bony-healing results. The horizontal lines denote the
mean and the standard deviation.

Table IV. Grade of bone loss

Grade n (%)

0 25 (44)
1 21 (37)
2 1 (2)
3 10 (17)
4 0

Bony revision or amputation
Union or satisfactory progress

p = 0.04569
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Bar chart showing bone loss and outcome at 12 months.

Table V. The technique of initial fixation

Management n (%)

Intramedullary nails 29 (51)
Unreamed 10
Reamed 19

Plates 14 (25)
Monoaxial external fixation 6 (11)
Circular external fixation 2 (4)
Conservative 6 (11)

Table VI. Plastic surgical techniques
used for initial wound cover

Technique n (%)

Secondary intention 3 (5)
Delayed primary closure 8 (14)
Split skin graft 22 (39)
Pedicled flap 10 (18)
Free flap 8 (14)
No data 6 (11)
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Current strategies from the time of injury to initial surgery
include damage control resuscitation,11 and are directed to
saving life. The first surgical episode is focused on restoring
perfusion and reducing contamination. Contemporary basic
science and clinical evidence support the necessity of restoring
limb perfusion as soon as possible to optimise neuromuscular
functional recovery.12 Recent evidence suggests that haemor-
rhagic shock can exacerbate the effect of ischaemia within as
little as one hour, with three hours of ischaemia causing irre-
versible functional deficit.13 Neuromuscular damage may
mean that limb salvage does not lead to a good outcome, even
if fracture union is achieved. Newer resuscitation strategies,
which include the use of adjuncts such as statins, ethyl pyru-
vate or limb hypothermia, may be required in the future, not
only to save life but also to promote functional recovery.14,15

During the first surgical episode after repatriation to
the United Kingdom, the priorities are not only further
removal of contamination but also evaluation of the
degree of tissue viability and planning definitive treat-
ment. At both of these operations a limb that is perfused
but regarded by the treating surgeon as unreconstructable,
might not be amputated, as it might be a source of vascu-
larised tissue, e.g. foot fillet flaps, and graft material (skin,
bone and nerve) that could be used to maintain limb

length or reconstruct other injuries. Typically, the defini-
tive procedure is the third surgical episode.

In this study a 12-month follow-up was used, as
although the acute care of casualties takes place at one
institution, these patients come from all regions of the
United Kingdom and at their request ongoing care may be
transferred to a hospital closer to their home. Therefore,
after 12 months there is a significant drop in the number of
patients being followed up. It is likely that if the follow-up
period was longer, a greater proportion of poor outcomes
would be detected. However, the authors regard the 91%
follow-up of fractures as sufficient for conclusions to be
drawn and is comparable to similar published work.16

Infection is notoriously difficult to define in patients
with combat injuries. All combat wounds lie somewhere
on the spectrum of contamination�–colonisation�–infection.
Both surgical and pharmacological treatments are used
aggressively in all cases to prevent and treat infection. A
requirement for further surgical debridement was a defini-
tion of infection.

The point at which a bone defect becomes critical, i.e.
one that will not heal, is poorly understood in the clinical
setting, as it will depend on both the anatomical site of the
defect, its surrounding soft-tissue envelope and the patient�’s
comorbidities.

In 1995 Robinson et al10 suggested that loss of > 2.5 cm
involving > 50% of the circumference of the tibia constituted

Fig. 3a

Fig. 3b

Radiograph (a) and clinical photograph (b) showing the appearance of a
typical blast open tibial fracture at first surgical episode following repa-
triation to the United Kingdom, on the second day after injury. The initial
surgical treatment on the day of injury comprised debridement, external
fixation and the application of topical negative-pressure dressings.

Fig. 4

Intra-operative clinical photograph. On the third day the external fixator
was removed, an unreamed nail inserted and the defect covered with
free semitendinosus flap from the contralateral leg (performed by DE
and TC) and a local gastrocnemius flap. This photograph was taken on
day nine as muscle flaps are covered with split skin grafts.

Fig. 5

Plain anteroposterior radiograph showing the nail in situ and the degree
of bone loss (grade 3 bone loss > 2 cm around at least 50% of the circum-
ference of the bone but with some cortical contact).
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a critical defect, as ten out of 11 of these fractures required
grafting or revision surgery. A sub-analysis of the Study to
Prospectively Evaluate Reamed Intramedullary Nails in
Tibial Fractures (SPRINT) found that of half the defects
> 1 cm, over > 50% of the circumference healed without fur-
ther surgical intervention after nailing.17 Therefore, for the
purposes of this study, instead of a single definition of a crit-
ical defect a continuous grading system was used, based on a
simplified version of that proposed by Robinson et al.10

Revision surgery (as well as amputation) was used by the
authors as a marker of treatment failure, based on the find-
ing of the Lower Extremity Assessment Project (LEAP) that
re-hospitalisation was closely associated with a poor
outcome18 and the evidence that late amputation is associ-
ated with a worse outcome than both limb salvage and pri-
mary amputation.19 It is recognised that the debate over the
choice between limb salvage and amputation is unresolved.
Long-term studies in military patients comparing modern
prostheses with salvaged limbs are not yet available.

Open tibial fractures sustained in combat differ from
those sustained in the civilian setting: the overall transfer of
energy is greater, resulting in larger zones of injury, with the
corollary that bony reconstruction with soft-tissue cover
can be difficult to achieve. Infection is significantly associ-
ated with impaired bone healing. However, the limb can
still be salvaged using a combined orthopaedic�–plastic sur-
gical approach.
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Article

Injuries of the lower limbs have been the predominant injury 
pattern of the recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.22 
Hindfoot and ankle fractures have emerged from these conflicts 
as the greatest challenge to the orthopaedic surgeon trying to 
salvage a traumatized limb and provide the patient with pain-
free function.7,24 In military patients, hindfoot injuries caused 
by blasts from improvised explosive devices (IEDs) are highly 
complex.24 In the civilian setting, the optimal management of 
intra-articular calcaneal fractures remains controversial.10,21 
Various treatment strategies have been employed to manage 
these injuries in military patients, and so far, no systematic 
examination of outcomes has been performed. As a result, there 
is a lack of consensus on how best to manage this combat injury 
pattern and uncertainty about patients’ outcomes.

When considering the issue of limb salvage, there are 2 
questions to be answered. First, could an injured limb be 
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Abstract
Background: Hindfoot fractures pose a considerable challenge to military orthopaedic surgeons, as combat injuries are 
typically the result of energy transfers not seen in civilian practice. This study aimed to characterize the pattern of hindfoot 
injuries sustained by UK military casualties in recent conflicts, define the early amputation and infection rate, and identify 
factors associated with poor early outcomes.
Methods: The UK Joint Theatre Trauma Registry was searched for British military casualties sustaining a hindfoot fracture 
from Iraq and Afghanistan between 2003 and 2014. Data on the injury pattern and management were obtained along 
with 18-month follow-up data. Statistical analysis was performed with the chi-square test and binomial logistic regression 
analysis. The threshold for significance was set at P < .05. One hundred fourteen patients sustained 134 hindfoot injuries. 
Eighteen-month follow-up was available for 92 patients (81%) and 114 hindfeet (85%).
Results: The calcaneus was fractured in 116 cases (87%): 54 (47%) were managed conservatively, 32 (28%) underwent K-wire 
fixation, and 30 (26%) underwent internal fixation. Nineteen patients (17%) required transtibial amputation during this time. 
A deep infection requiring operative treatment occurred in 13 cases (11%) with Staphylococcus aureus, the most common 
infectious organism (46%). A deep infection was strongly associated with operative fracture management (P = .0016). When 
controlling for multiple variables, the presence of a deep infection was significantly associated with a requirement for amputation 
at 18 months (P = .023). There was no association between open fractures and a requirement for amputation at 18 months  
(P = .640), nor was conservative management associated with a requirement for amputation (P = .999). Thirty-six fractures 
(32%) required unplanned revision surgery within the first 18 months following salvage, of which 19 (53%) involved amputation.
Conclusion: A deep infection was the sole variable significantly associated with a requirement for amputation by 18 
months. These results suggest that attempts at salvaging these injuries are at the limits of orthopaedic technical feasibility.
Level of Evidence: Level III, comparative series.

Keywords: war, combat, injuries and wounds, limb salvage, hindfoot, calcaneus, talus, outcomes
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salvaged? Second, should it be? The first question aims to 
address whether it is technically possible to salvage a limb, 
free from infections and with all fractures and wounds 
healed. The second question assesses whether a patient 
would be better off in the long term with a salvaged limb or 
with amputation. For the study period examined, the 
assumption of the treating operative team was that hindfoot 
injuries should be salvaged if at all feasible. This approach 
aimed not only to retain a limb that may provide improved 
function over a prosthesis for the patient over the course of 
his or her life but also to retain the choice of delayed ampu-
tation for the patient in the future. The aim of this study was 
therefore to characterize the pattern of hindfoot injuries sus-
tained by UK military casualties in recent conflicts, define 
the early amputation and infection rate, and identify factors 
associated with poor early outcomes.

Methods

The study was registered with, and approved by, the Joint 
Medical Command. The UK Joint Theatre Trauma Registry 
(JTTR) is an electronic database administered by Defence 
Statistics that prospectively captured data on all casualties 
sustained overseas.12 Data were gathered on casualties either 
killed immediately or who were injured and triggered a 
trauma alert at a deployed medical facility. Data on casualties 
whose injuries subsequently required them to be repatriated 
to the UK were also collected. Injuries were coded according 
to the 2005 military version of the Abbreviated Injury Scale 
(AIS).1 Data were gathered by research nurses at deployed 
medical facilities and at the Royal Centre for Defence 
Medicine (RCDM) in Edgbaston, United Kingdom.12

The JTTR was searched for AIS codes that described 
bony injuries of the foot, ankle, fibula, tibia, calcaneus, and 
other tarsal bones sustained between January 2003 and 
December 2014. Only UK survivors were included. Clinical 
notes and radiographs were reviewed. All fractures of the 
calcaneus and talus were included for analysis, whether 
they were intra-articular or extra-articular. In patients sus-
taining a fracture of the calcaneus or talus, coexisting frac-
tures of the ipsilateral tibial plafond, midfoot, and 
metatarsals were noted. No stratification was performed on 
the severity of the talus or calcaneus injury. Patients who 
were managed with primary amputation within the first 3 
operative episodes were excluded. There were 3043 casual-
ties injured within the JTTR in the study period; 555 patients 
met the initial inclusion criteria, and 441 were excluded 
according to the predefined criteria. This left 114 (114/3043, 
3.7%) patients with 134 injured hindfeet for inclusion in the 
study; 20 patients sustained bilateral fractures. The median 
age of the patients was 26 years (interquartile range [IQR], 
21-28), and all but 1 were male (113/114, 99%). Eighteen-
month follow-up was available for 92 patients (92/114,
81%) and 114 hindfeet (114/134, 85%).

Data were gathered on patients’ demographics, injury, 
operative management, and New Injury Severity Score 
(NISS). Unlike the Injury Severity Score in which only the 
most severe injury per body region is included, the NISS 
considers the 3 most severe injuries regardless of the body 
region.19 The total is calculated as the sum of the squares of 
the 3 most severe AIS injuries for a maximum of 75. 
Patients’ hospital records were reviewed along with the 
Ministry of Defence primary care electronic record: the 
Defence Medical Information Capability Programme. A 
deep infection was defined as that requiring operative 
debridement; the causative organism was identified by an 
interpretation of deep culture samples by a consultant 
microbiologist.13 Removal of symptomatic hardware was 
considered to be a revision procedure.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive data are presented as the median with IQR. 
Statistical analysis was performed with the use of SPSS v23 
software (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The chi-square test 
was used to examine the relationship between dichotomous 
variables. Variables with the strongest associations were 
used to develop a binomial logistic regression model. This 
identified variables associated with a requirement for ampu-
tation at 18 months while controlling for potential bias. The 
threshold for significance was set at .05.

Results

The majority (101/114, 89%) were injured by explosive 
weapons, mainly IEDs, with further detail given in Table 1. 
The median NISS19 was 12 (IQR, 8-17), with nearly a third 
of patients (34/114, 30%) having an NISS above 15, the 
commonly used definition of major trauma.4 Two patients 
had the maximum NISS of 75, regarded as indicative of an 
unsurvivable injury burden.

The calcaneus was the most frequently injured bone, 
being fractured in 116 cases (116/134, 87%), which occurred 
in isolation in 64 cases (64/134, 48%). Thirty-eight patients 
sustained a fracture of the talus (38/134, 28%), with further 
detail given in Table 2.

Three cases (3/134, 2%) sustained an associated arterial 
injury that required repair; 9 (9/134, 7%) sustained an asso-
ciated nerve injury. Thirty-three cases (33/134, 25%) 

Table 1. Mechanism of Injury.

Mechanism n (%)

Gunshot wound 10 (9)
Explosive: improvised explosive device 96 (84)
Explosive: indirect fire from weapon (eg, mortar) 5 (4)
Other 3 (3)
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sustained an ipsilateral fracture proximal to the ankle; 8 
(8/114, 7%) patients suffered traumatic contralateral ampu-
tation at or proximal to the transtibial level.

Fifty cases (50/134, 37%) were open fractures. Military 
guidelines stated that all blast or ballistic trauma patients 
should receive antibiotics within 1 hour of wounding, typi-
cally 1.2 g of benzylpenicillin administered by combat 
medical technicians. Once at a formal medical facility, 
patients were given further antibiotics, either co-amoxiclav 
or ceftriaxone and metronidazole.28 These were continued 
while the patient was repatriated to the RCDM, where they 
were tailored based on microbiological results and contin-
ued based on usual clinical parameters. The most common 
method of soft tissue coverage or closure was secondary 
intention, typically after the use of topical negative pressure 
dressings (28/50, 56%). Pedicled flaps were used in 3 cases 
(3/50, 6%), with 7 cases requiring a free flap (7/50,14%).

Of the 116 calcaneal fractures, 54 were managed nonop-
eratively (54/116, 47%), with the remaining 62 undergoing 
internal fixation (62/116, 53%) either with percutaneous 
K-wires or formal open reduction internal fixation. Further
detail on fracture management is shown in Table 3. The
median delay to definitive fixation was 2 days (IQR, 0-8),
and the median number of operative procedures was 1
(IQR, 1-1).

Follow-up

Thirty-six (36/114, 31%) required unplanned revision sur-
gery on their injured limb within the first 18 months. Nineteen 

limbs (19/114, 17%) required transtibial amputation: 6 were 
performed for nonunion, with further detail on indications 
given in Table 4. The remaining 17 cases (17/114, 15%) 
required a revision procedure other than amputation at a 
median of 10 months (IQR, 8-12), with further detail given in 
Table 4. Five patients (5/54, 9%) whose calcaneal fractures 
were managed nonoperatively underwent amputation within 
18 months: 2 of these were for a deep infection in patients 
with open fractures, 2 for nonunion, and 1 for pain despite 
radiographic union. There was no statistical association 
between a requirement for revision surgery and whether the 
initial injury was open or closed (P = .071).

A deep infection, defined as requiring operative debride-
ment, occurred in 13 cases (13/114, 11%) in the first 18 
months.13 There were no deep infections in closed fractures 
managed nonoperatively. Four closed fractures managed 
operatively (1 with K-wires, 3 with open reduction internal 
fixation) developed a deep infection postoperatively. Nine 
open fractures developed a deep infection: 1 of these was non-
operatively managed, 4 were fixed with K-wires, and 4 were 
repaired with open reduction internal fixation. Operative frac-
ture management was significantly associated with the devel-
opment of a deep infection (P = .0016). The median duration 
for the development of a deep infection was 2 months (IQR, 
1-10), although 1 infection did not become clinically apparent 
until 13 months after the injury. The most common infectious 
organism was Staphylococcus aureus, with further detail 
given in Table 5. All 13 patients who developed a deep infec-
tion required a revision procedure (P = .0001).

Table 2. Injury Pattern by Bone.

Fracture
Total, 
n (%)

Isolated, 
n (%)

Calcaneus 116 (87) 64 (48)
Talus 38 (28) 11 (8)
Coexisting tibial plafond 33 (25) —
Coexisting other tarsal 61 (46) —
Coexisting metatarsal 53 (40) —

Patients with isolated fractures of the tibial plafond, tarsals, and 
metatarsals were not included in the analysis.

Table 3. Initial Fracture Management.

Management

Talus (n = 38), 
n (%)

Calcaneus (n = 116), 
n (%)

Closed Open Closed Open

Nonoperative 15 (39) 7 (18) 35 (30) 19 (16)
External fixation — 5 (13) — —
K-wire 4 (10) 1 (2) 19 (16) 13 (11)
Internal fixation 3 (8) 3 (8) 20 (17) 10 (9)

Table 4. Indications for Revision Surgery for 114 Injured 
Hindfeet With 18-Month Follow-up Data Available.

Procedure and Indication n (%)

Amputation 19 (17)
Aseptic nonunion/avascular necrosis 6 (5)
Deep infection 6 (5)
Pain despite radiographic union 5 (4)
Nonviable soft tissues 2 (2)

Revision other than amputation 17 (15)
Washout/debridement for deep infection 7 (6)
Arthrodesis 6 (5)
Osteophyte removal 3 (3)
Revision of metal construct 1 (1)

Table 5. Causative Organisms in the 13 Cases of Infection.

Organism n (%)

Staphylococcus aureus 6 (46)
Pseudomonas 2 (15)
Escherichia coli 1 (8)
Cultures not available 3
No growth 1
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Of the cases requiring soft tissue coverage, the use of 
vascularized tissue transfer was not associated with the 
development of a deep infection (P = .6639) or amputation 
by 18 months (P = .3689). Only 1 of the 7 free flaps failed, 
which occurred at 19 days after surgery and was revised but 
eventually required transtibial amputation 14 months after 
the injury.

A binomial logistic regression model was developed to 
analyze the requirement for amputation at 18 months while 
controlling for multiple variables. The results of Table 6 
show that a deep infection alone was associated with a sig-
nificant requirement for amputation at 18 months (P = 
.023). Open fractures were not associated with a greater 
requirement for amputation at 18 months (P = .640) com-
pared to closed fractures. The choice of conservative man-
agement (P = .999), K-wire fixation (P = .264), or open 
reduction internal fixation (P = .691) was not associated 
with amputation at 18 months.

Discussion

This study characterizes the hindfoot injuries sustained by 
UK service personnel in the 12 years of conflict in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and defines outcomes at 18 months. The deep 
infection rate in these injuries was 11%, and the overall 
amputation rate was 17%. While controlling for multiple 
variables, the presence of a deep infection significantly 
raised the requirement for amputation by 18 months.

Our study did not show an association between open 
fractures and a requirement for amputation. A previous 
study on combat foot and ankle injuries found that open 
fractures were an independent predictor for the requirement 
for amputation; however, this included limbs amputated 
primarily at a field hospital.24 Many surgeons may regard 
amputation later than the first or second procedure as the 
failure of salvage rather than the definition used in this 
study as amputation occurring after 3 procedures. This is a 
reflection of current UK military operative practice: even if 
there is considerable doubt over the long-term viability of 
an injured limb at deployed operative facilities, if it is 

perfused, then it is stabilized, and the patient is repatriated 
to the UK. This recognizes not only the importance of deci-
sions regarding limb salvage being made by a single, expe-
rienced operative team but also that the injured limb may be 
a useful source of vascularized tissue and graft material. 
Therefore, the third procedure was typically the definitive 
one.

The relatively low number of patients with open inju-
ries was due to the number of casualties injured when 
driving over an IED detonation. This is analogous to the 
“deck slap” injury seen in the Second World War, where 
mines detonated under ships caused the deck to be acceler-
ated up into the casualty’s foot with great force, although 
not necessarily causing an open wound.15 Other studies 
examining the association between multiple variables and 
outcomes either confined their analyses solely to open  
or closed fractures or did not analyze these subgroups 
further.3,5-8,11,14,16,20,26,27,30,32

The finding that open fractures in this study were not 
associated with a requirement for amputation supports the 
authors’ experience, echoed by previously published 
reports, that the skin encompassing the foot was often in 
better condition in which fractures were open, effectively 
decompressing the injury.25,29 In cases in which the foot 
remained closed, the authors frequently observed that mas-
sive fracture blisters had developed by 36 hours. The soft 
tissues inevitably deteriorated from this point, commonly 
leading to large patches of frank necrosis over the dorsum 
and lateral side of the foot (Figure 1).23

Earlier studies noted an increase in postoperative soft tis-
sue problems and inferior results if surgery is delayed 
beyond 14 days.29,31 Previous work in this field has described 
the severity of injuries seen in hindfoot fractures sustained 
in combat, with 70% of injuries in the work classified as 
severe or worse on the Foot and Ankle Severity Scale.18,24 It 
was the authors’ experience that once blisters had devel-
oped, it was typically not possible to operate until 6 weeks 
after the injury due to the gross soft tissue deterioration and, 
often in this cohort, the generalized, systemic physiological 
insult. Our strategy therefore evolved to address the foot 

Table 6. Binomial Logistic Regression Analysis to Examine Variables Associated With a Requirement for Amputation at 18 Months.

Variable Logit Coefficient β
Odds Ratio (95% 

Confidence Interval) P Value

Open fracture –0.309 0.201-2.686 .640
Deep infection –1.918 0.028-0.770 .023
Nonoperative management 0.001 0.118-8.506 .999
K-wire fixation –1.167 0.040-2.412 .264
Open reduction internal fixation 0.486 0.148-17.879 .691
Coexisting tibial plafond fracture 20.083 — .998
Coexisting midfoot fracture –1.019 0.093-1.402 .141

R2 coefficient = 0.362.
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injury early, typically at 36 to 72 hours, to prevent soft tis-
sue deterioration; operating after 3 days and before 6 weeks 
frequently led to wound breakdown and a poor outcome for 
the patient. This strategy is reflected in the median delay to 
definitive fixation being only 2 days. The use of K-wires to 
stabilize fracture fragments avoided the need to raise a soft 
tissue flap, as would be needed in more invasive fixation 
techniques, and therefore allowed earlier fixation. Calcaneal 
fractures that were not amenable to immediate fixation with 
K-wires were stabilized either with a plaster splint or more
commonly with a soft removable splint (Dorsiwedge; DJO
Global, Vista, CA, USA). The problem of pin placement
precluded the use of external fixators to stabilize these
injuries.

Six patients required amputation for aseptic nonunion or 
avascular necrosis in this study period. As the images in 
Figure 1 demonstrate, the severe fracture comminution 
likely rendered some fragments avascular at the time of the 
injury. Five patients required amputation for pain despite 
radiographic union. The pain experienced by these patients 
was likely multifactorial and related to the insult to the 
nerves sustained at the time of the injury and/or necrosis of 
the heel fat pad.

Contrary to previous descriptions in the literature, our 
study did not show an increased risk of deep infections with 
open fractures compared to closed fractures.2,9,25 We report 
an overall deep infection rate requiring operative interven-
tion of 11%. A direct comparison of our infection rate with 
that reported in the literature is complicated by the nonstan-
dardized definition of an infection and the variety of frac-
ture patterns reported in this study. All open fractures were 
treated aggressively with antibiotics; UK military practice 
is to treat open fractures with 1.2 g of intravenous co-amox-
iclav every 8 hours. Patients showing signs of wound sepsis 
had their antibiotic therapy tailored to microbiological 
results. In patients without definitive microbiological 
results, clindamycin was often given in addition to co-
amoxiclav, under the guidance of a consultant microbiolo-
gist at the multi-disciplinary team (MDT) meeting. Patients 
injured in aquatic environments such as irrigation channels 
were also treated with ciprofloxacin to cover for atypical 
gram negatives, for example, Aeromonas hydrophila.

A literature review by Benirschke and Kramer2 of calca-
neal fractures developing serious infections, that is, those 
requiring more extensive intervention than the administra-
tion of oral antibiotics, cited an infection rate of 0% to 20% 
for closed fractures and 19% to 31% for open fractures, 
with their study reporting a serious infection rate of 1.8% in 
closed fractures and 7.7% in open fractures. We used the 
definition of a deep infection as that requiring operative 
treatment, as an infection was difficult to define in combat 
wounds, which were all recognized as lying somewhere on 
a spectrum of contamination-colonization-infection.

Figure 1. Clinical images of a patient with bilateral hindfoot 
fractures. The axial computed tomography slices (A) and 
reconstructions (B) demonstrate the comminuted nature of the 
bilateral calcaneal fractures. The clinical images (C) demonstrate 
the split in the plantar surface of the left-sided injury and the 
significant swelling frequently seen with closed injuries. The 
lateral radiograph shows K-wire fixation of the left calcaneal 
fracture (D), which went on to require subtalar fusion (E).
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The follow-up period in this study was limited to 18 
months. Following completion of acute treatment in this 
single, centralized unit, patients’ care was often transferred 
to the Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre. If they left 
the military, many opted to be followed in hospitals more 
local to where they were based to facilitate further appoint-
ments. Therefore, there was a substantial drop in the num-
ber of patients being followed at our institution after 18 
months. Despite this, the authors regard the 81% rate of 
follow-up of patients and 85% rate of fractures as sufficient 
to draw initial conclusions. These rates are equivalent to the 
results of the Lower Extremity Amputation Prevention 
Project, which cited 86% of follow-up at 12 months and 
77% of follow-up at 24 months.17 Despite this, 1 deep infec-
tion in this study did not become apparent until 13 months 
after the injury, when bony union had already been achieved. 
The delayed development of a deep infection and other 
complications has previously been reported, and it is there-
fore probable that a longer follow-up of this cohort of 
patients would reveal a higher incidence of deep infections 
and delayed amputation.2,8 At 18 months, we found an 
amputation rate of 17% and a deep infection rate of 11%. If, 
in addition to cases included in follow-up, all 20 fractures 
lost to follow-up required transtibial amputation and devel-
oped deep infections, these rates would be 29% and 25%, 
respectively.

The results of this article demonstrate that the question 
of whether a limb could, or should, be salvaged remains. 
Although it is technically possible to salvage a limb, free 
from infections and with all fractures and wounds healed 
(the could), it is clear that 18 months after the injury, ongo-
ing problems with pain and nonunion cause some patients 
to opt for amputation (the should). However, the potential 
problems associated with transtibial amputation preclude 
this being an appropriate treatment strategy for all patients. 
Although our results are unable to clearly answer which 
hindfoot fractures would be best managed with primary 
amputation over salvage, they do provide important new 
information on the associations between open injuries and 
deep infections on outcomes. Patient-reported outcome 
measures will provide further information on whether a 
limb should have been salvaged, and work is ongoing to 
collect these data.

The authors recognize that there are weaknesses in a ret-
rospective, observational study of this nature. The heteroge-
neity of the patients’ injuries limited a reliable examination 
of causation and prevented a direct comparison between 
groups. It was not possible to evaluate the effect of timing 
of the administration of antibiotics and subsequent develop-
ment of deep infections due to the nature of battlefield 
trauma, and it is possible that variations in antibiotic deliv-
ery may have affected our results. Despite these weak-
nesses, this study describes the orthopaedic burden of 

hindfoot injuries sustained by British military casualties in 
12 years of combat.
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Article focus
� What are the medium-term functional

outcomes of British military casualties
sustaining a hindfoot fracture in
combat?

� Is it possible to determine which injury
features, identifiable at time of wound-
ing, are associated with a poor functional
outcome?

Key messages
� at five years, patients with reconstructed

hindfoot fractures have inferior quality-
of-life outcomes compared with those
requiring delayed amputation following
their injury.

� Three key injury features, identifiable at
time of wounding, seem to be associ-
ated with particularly poor functional

outcomes following limb salvage after 
combat hindfoot injury are inferior to 
delayed amputation at five years

Objectives
The surgical challenge with severe hindfoot injuries is one of technical feasibility, and 
whether the limb can be salvaged. There is an additional question of whether these injuries 
should be managed with limb salvage, or whether patients would achieve a greater qual-
ity of life with a transtibial amputation. This study aims to measure functional outcomes in 
military patients sustaining hindfoot fractures, and identify injury features associated with 
poor function.

Methods
Follow-up was attempted in all United Kingdom military casualties sustaining hindfoot frac-
tures. All respondents underwent short-form (sF)-12 scoring; those retaining their limb also 
completed the American Academy of orthopaedic surgeons Foot and Ankle (AAos F&A) 
outcomes questionnaire. A multivariate regression analysis identified injury features associ-
ated with poor functional recovery.

Results
In 12 years of conflict, 114 patients sustained 134 fractures. Follow-up consisted of 90 frac-
tures (90/134, 67%), at a median of five years (interquartile range (IQR) 52 to 80 months).

The median short-Form 12 physical component score (pcs) of 62 individuals retain-
ing their limb was 45 (IQR 36 to 53), significantly lower than the median of 51 (IQR 46 
to 54) in patients who underwent delayed amputation after attempted reconstruction 
(p = 0.0351).

Regression analysis identified three variables associated with a poor F&A score: negative 
Bohler’s angle on initial radiograph; coexisting talus and calcaneus fracture; and tibial pla-
fond fracture in addition to a hindfoot fracture. The presence of two out of three variables 
was associated with a significantly lower pcs compared with amputees (medians 29, IQR 27 
to 43 vs 51, IQR 46 to 54; p < 0.0001).

Conclusions
At five years, patients with reconstructed hindfoot fractures have inferior outcomes to those 
who have delayed amputation. It is possible to identify injuries which will go on to have 
particularly poor outcomes.
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outcomes: negative Böhler’s angle on initial radio-
graph; combination of talar and calcaneal fracture; 
and combination of hindfoot and tibial plafond 
fracture.

Strengths and limitations
� This study provides surgeons with objective criteria to

guide decision making when treating patients with
severely injured hindfeet. The authors do not man-
date that the presence of all three key injury variables
should lead to amputation, but rather that the data
provided should be used when counselling patients
about their likely outcomes.

� five-year follow-up is limited to 68% of all casualties
sustaining a combat hindfoot fracture.

� at time of follow-up, patients were in their 20s and
30s. It is probable that their functional demands will
be different later in life, and the benefits of limb sal-
vage versus amputation at that time may change.

Introduction
The use of landmines and improvised explosive devices 
(IeDs) in areas of conflict can result in life-changing inju-
ries not only to military personnel, but also to civilians.1,2 
The injuries sustained by survivors of blast and gunshot 
wounds vary; from traumatic amputation, to complex 
fractures and severe soft-tissue damage.3,4

The precise pattern of wounds depends on the dis-
tance of the individual from the point of detonation, 
whether they were on foot or in a vehicle, and whether 
the detonation took place in an enclosed or open space.5 
additionally, the use of appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPe) can have a significant effect on the 
lower limb injuries sustained.6

for British and american military surgeons caring for 
casualties from the recent conflicts, high-energy hindfoot 
fractures have surpassed open tibial fractures as the 
greatest test in terms of the salvage and reconstruction of 
severe lower limb injuries.7,8 However, for surgeons 
working in certain african, asian and Middle eastern 
countries, these injuries have been a challenge for dec-
ades, and will likely continue to be long into the future.9

The task of achieving a painless, plantigrade, func-
tional foot, with united fractures and healed wounds, is 
multifaceted. The multiple articular surfaces in the hind-
foot,10 vulnerable soft-tissue envelope,11 and tenuous 
blood supply all contribute to the reconstructive difficul-
ties. Consequently, attention has focused on the techni-
cal aspects of limb salvage, with various orthopaedic and 
plastic surgical techniques examined for their use in 
increasing the potential for treating these injuries.12

focusing on whether these injuries could be recon-
structed, a function of technical feasibility, does not 
address whether they should be. The latter point exam-
ines whether, following a severe hindfoot injury, an 

individual would achieve a greater quality of life with a 
reconstructed hindfoot or the alternative of transtibial 
amputation. This management equipoise between 
amputation and reconstruction depends not only on the 
patient’s injuries, but also on the medical facilities availa-
ble to treat them. Thus, an injury seen in a British soldier 
evacuated to the Royal Centre of Defence Medicine in 
Birmingham (united Kingdom) and treated by military 
surgeons, will be managed very differently from the same 
injury treated by a civilian surgeon working in an active 
or former conflict zone.

This study aimed to establish patients’ medium-term 
functional recovery following severe combat hindfoot 
trauma. additionally, it sought to examine the possibility 
of predicting, at time of injury, which injuries may pro-
gress to a poorer eventual recovery than those with 
amputated limbs.

Patients and Methods
This was a retrospective telephone-based follow-up study 
of a previously identified case series.7 The study was regis-
tered with, and approved by, the united Kingdom Joint 
Medical Command. all surviving British military casualties 
from the 12 years of conflict in Iraq and afghanistan with a 
fracture of either the talus, calcaneus, or both, were identi-
fied.7 Data were gathered on patients’ demographics, 
injury details and surgical management; patients man-
aged with a primary amputation in the first three surgical 
episodes were excluded. The severity of the injury was 
recorded using the New Injury Severity Score (NISS).13 This 
considers the three most severe injuries sustained by the 
patient, regardless of body region. The total is calculated as 
the sum of the squares of the three most severe abbreviated 
Injury Scale (aIS) injuries, to a maximum of 75.

Patients were contacted by telephone and invited to 
participate in the study. Those who consented were 
asked about their recovery, and whether they had under-
gone amputation or unplanned further surgery. 
unplanned surgery was defined as surgery to address 
ongoing symptoms after definitive fixation and wound 
closure, i.e., revision fixation, removal of symptomatic 
metalwork, or fusion. all participants were assessed with 
the united Kingdom adapted second version of the Short-
form 12 (Sf-12 v2) questionnaire,14 which ranges from 0 
(lowest level of health) to 100 (highest level of health). In 
addition, those who had retained their limb completed 
the american academy of orthopaedic Surgeons (aaoS) 
foot and ankle (f&a) outcomes questionnaire (range 
from 0 (most disability) to 100 (least disability)).15 The 
aaoS f&a questionnaire was chosen as it does not 
require clinical assessment and can be administered over 
the telephone, and has been shown to correlate well with 
other quality-of-life outcome measures.16

Statistical analysis. Descriptive data are presented as 
medians with interquartile ranges (IQR). Statistical analysis 
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was performed with the use of SPSS v.23 software (IBM 
Corp., armonk, New york). The chi-squared test was 
used to examine the relationship between dichotomous 
variables.

Injury features that would be available for the treating 
surgeon in their assessment of the severity of the hindfoot 
injury at time of presentation, were identified. a multi-
variate regression model was developed to examine 
whether these variables were subsequently associated 
with a lower aaoS f&a score in those patients retaining 
their limbs. a new model was fitted which included only 
those variables that had a statistically significant associa-
tion, on multivariate comparison, with aaoS f&a out-
come. The following seven variables were examined:

- Negative Böhler’s angle on initial radiograph;

- Coexisting talar and calcaneal fracture;

-  fracture of the tibial plafond in addition to a hind-
foot fracture;

-  fracture of the mid-foot in addition to a hindfoot
fracture;

- open fracture;

- Nerve injury;

- vascular injury.

The Spearman’s correlation coefficient test was used 
to establish the relationship between the aaoS f&a score 
and Sf-12 score. The threshold for significance was set at 
a p-value < 0.05. Böhler’s angle, i.e. the radiological 
angle between the superior tip of the calcaneal tuberos-
ity, and the superior edge of the anterior and posterior 
facets, was measured on lateral radiographs taken at the 
time of injury.17 Nerve injury was defined as confirmed 
transection of a nerve identified at time of surgical explo-
ration. vascular injury was defined as arterial injury 
requiring surgical repair. The accuracy of statistical com-
parisons was calculated using a post hoc power analysis.

Results
a previously reported series identified all 114 British mili-
tary casualties with 134 fractured hindfeet from the con-
flicts in Iraq and afghanistan.7 a total of 77 patients 
(77/114, 68%) were successfully contacted and con-
sented to participate in this follow-up study. Patients 
undergoing amputation, those with retained limbs, and 
those lost to follow-up were similar with respect to age, 
mechanism of injury, and associated injuries (Table I). a 
total of 13 of patients followed up had bilateral injuries, 
providing follow-up for 90 injured limbs (90/134, 67%), 
with a median follow-up of 64 months (IQR 52 to 80).

following hindfoot reconstruction, 28 limbs (28/90, 
31%) subsequently underwent amputation at a median 
of 14 months (IQR 11 to 21) from time of injury. a total of 
19 limbs (19/28, 68%) had undergone at least one fur-
ther unplanned operation after the initial hospital admis-
sion prior to eventual amputation. In 19 of the subsequent 
amputation cases (19/28, 67%), pain was cited as the 
predominant reason to elect for amputation, with further 
detail given in Table II.

In the 62 cases where the limb was retained, the 
median aaoS f&a score was 74 (IQR 61 to 88), with 
eight patients scoring a maximum 100 points. The multi-
variable regression analysis identified three key variables 
associated with a significantly poorer aaoS f&a score: 
negative Böhler’s angle on initial radiograph; coexisting 
talar and calcaneal fracture; and fracture of the tibial pla-
fond in addition to hindfoot fracture, with detail given in 
Table III. Whether the hindfoot fracture was open, the 
presence of a concurrent midfoot fracture, vascular or 

table I. analysis of characteristics of patients lost to follow-up

Amputation (n = 28) limb salvage (n = 62) lost to FU (n = 44)

Age (yrs)
Median 25 25 24
IQR 21 to 17 22 to 29 21 to 26
Mechanism of injury
Blast (direct) 23 54 39
Blast (indirect) 2 1 2
GSW 3 5 2
other 0 2 1
new Injury Severity Score
Median 12 12 12
IQR 12 to 17 9 to 17 8 to 17
Open injury 13 19 18
nerve injury 1 1 1
Arterial injury 4 4 1

fu, follow-up; IQR, interquartile range; GSW, gun shot wound

table II. Indication for amputation (n = 28)

Indication n (%)

Pain 19 (68)
Quality of life 4 (14)
Nonunion 2 (7)
Infection 2 (7)
Soft-tissue breakdown 1 (3.5)
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neurological injury was not associated with subsequent 
aaoS f&a score.

of the 90 limbs followed up, only one possessed all 
three of these key variables; this limb was amputated 20 
months after the injury due to the development of osteo-
myelitis, despite attempts to treat this deep infection sur-
gically. of the 62 patients retaining their limb, the median 
aaoS f&a score was significantly associated with the 
number of variables present (p = 0.0021, Kruskal-Wallis). 
In the 19 patients whose injury exhibited one variable, 
the aaoS f&a score was 75 (IQR 60 to 87); this reduced 
to a median of 50 (IQR 47 to 59) in the ten patients whose 
injuries featured two variables (p = 0.0156, Mann-
Whitney), as shown in figure 1 and Table Iv. Despite the 
reduction in aaoS f&a score, injuries characterized by 
one or more of the key variables were not associated with 
an increased rate of amputation (p = 0.1717, fisher’s 
exact test. Power calculation 0.96).

a comparison of aaoS f&a score and Sf-12 physical 
component score (PCS) was performed, confirming the 

positive correlation between aaoS f&a score and overall 
quality of life (Spearman’s r = 0.7277, 95% CI 0.58 to 
0.83) as shown in figure 2.

The median Sf-12 PCS of all 62 individuals retaining 
their limb was 45 (IQR 36 to 53): this was significantly 
lower than the median of 51 (IQR 46 to 54) in the 28 
patients undergoing an amputation after initial salvage of 
their hindfoot injury (p = 0.0351, Mann-Whitney), as 
shown in figure 3. This poorer outcome following sal-
vage, compared with delayed amputation, is more pro-
nounced if the salvaged limbs are grouped according to 
the presence of one or more of the three variables identi-
fied in the regression model. The cohort with two of three 
variables has a median Sf-12 PCS of 29 (IQR 27 to 43), a 
score which is 22 points lower than that seen in patients 
who underwent amputation following initial salvage; this 
difference is statistically significant (p < 0.0001, Mann-
Whitney; Table Iv) and is represented graphically in 
figure 4.

There was no difference in the Sf-12 mental compo-
nent score between those retaining their limb (median 
44, IQR 39 to 47) and those undergoing amputation 
(median 39, IQR 30 to 47; p = 0.133, Mann-Whitney), 
though this comparison was underpowered (0.6).

discussion
This study provides medium-term patient-reported out-
comes for severe hindfoot injuries sustained in combat. 
our results show that patients undergoing a transtibial 
amputation following initial salvage of their hindfoot 
injury have significantly higher physical outcome scores 
than those retaining their limb. furthermore, our results 
demonstrate that three key variables, identifiable at time 
of injury, are associated with profoundly poorer func-
tional outcome: negative Böhler’s angle on initial radio-
graph; coexisting talar and calcaneal fracture; and fracture 
of the tibial plafond in addition to hindfoot fracture.

The three key variables identified in this study which 
are associated with poor functional outcome arguably 
equate to injury severity and complexity. It is therefore 
unsurprising that injuries with these variables have worse 
functional outcomes than those without. However, it is 
noteworthy that injuries with soft-tissue disruption and 
neurovascular compromise, typically regarded as impor-
tant features of injury severity, are not associated with a 
poorer outcome.

table III. Multivariable regression analysis demonstrating effect of injury variable on american academy of orthopaedic Surgeons foot and ankle (aaoS f&a) 
outcome score in individuals retaining their limb

Injury variable Change in AAOS  
F&A score

p-value 95% confidence intervals

lower limit Upper limit

Negative Böhler’s angle -16 points 0.008 -27.8 -4.4
Coexisting talal and calcaneal fracture -12 points 0.026 -24.3 -2.6
Tibial plafond fracture in addition to hindfoot fracture -10 points 0.030 -20.1 -1.0

f(3,57) = 6.95 (p < 0.0005) R2 0.27
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Fig. 1

Graph showing the variation in american academy of orthopaedic Surgeons 
foot and ankle (aaoS f&a) score depending on presence of key variables 
in initial injury. Key variables: negative Böhler’s angle on initial radiograph; 
coexisting talar and calcaneal fracture; fracture of tibial plafond in addition 
to hindfoot fracture.
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The variables used in the multivariable regression anal-
ysis were chosen as they were identifiable at the time of 
injury. furthermore, they have either previously been 
shown to be associated with eventual outcome,18 or were 
thought by the treating surgeons to be associated with 
poor functional outcome during routine follow-up. 
associations with other injury variables, such as deep 
infection and wound management, have previously been 
discussed in the literature,19,20 but are not identifiable at 
time of injury, and therefore have limited use when con-
sidering whether limb salvage should be attempted. 
Though wound size and location have also been exam-
ined for association with outcome,21 these measures are 
subjective, and affected by the amount of debridement 
required during the initial procedures.

The question of whether severe hindfoot fractures sus-
tained in combat could be salvaged successfully has pre-
viously been reported by the authors.7 The results of this 
study contribute to addressing whether these injuries 
should be salvaged where the focus is on subsequent 
quality of life, rather than technical feasibility of surgical 
reconstruction.22

Previous studies have attempted to evaluate the 
impact of hindfoot injuries sustained in combat. Sheean 
et al23 described a cohort of 122 patients, using return to 
duty (RTD) rates as a surrogate marker of disability. 
although RTD rates have been used in several studies 
relating to military patients,24,25 their use is limited by not 
determining the functional demands of that patient’s 
duty, and any workplace adaptations made for them. 
Helgeson et al26 described factors associated with subse-
quent requirement for amputation after attempted sal-
vage of combat-related hindfoot injury, though their 
follow-up was limited to subjective outcome measures.

Many surgeons would regard amputation later than 
the first or second procedure as a failure of salvage. 
However, in this study, amputation was regarded as a fail-
ure of salvage only if it was required after three procedures 
due to established patient management protocols. The 
first surgical procedure would be damage control aimed 
purely at saving life and, if possible, limbs, and would be 
limited to a washout, debridement and stabilization. 
Immediately upon arrival back in the united Kingdom, a 
second look in theatre would allow for assessment of 

table IV. Comparison of outcome measures for primary amputees, delayed amputees and salvaged lower limb injuries

Cohort Follow-up mths (IQR) Median AAOS F&A score (IQR) Median SF-12 PCS (IQR)

Initial salvage
Retained limb 64 (52 to 80) - -
overall - 74 (61 to 88) 45 (36 to 53)
1/3 key variables* (n = 19) - 75 (60 to 87) -
2/3 key variables* (n = 10) - 50 (47 to 59) 29 (27 to 43)
Delayed amputation 64 (52 to 80) - 51 (46 to 54)

*Key variables: negative Böhler’s angle on initial radiograph; coexisting talar and calcaneal fracture; fracture of tibial plafond in addition to hindfoot fracture
IQR, interquartile range; aaoS f&a, american academy of orthopaedic Surgeons foot and ankle; Sf-12, Short-form 12; PCS, physical component score
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Graph showing the correlation between american academy of orthopaedic Surgeons foot and ankle (aaoS f&a) score and Short-form 12 (Sf-12) physical 
component score (PCS). (Spearman’s correlation coefficient test).
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viability and operative planning. The third procedure was 
therefore often the definitive one, where amputation or 
fracture fixation for salvage would be undertaken. The 
period between injury and definitive operative procedure 
is typically one week. using similar methodology, some 
authors have previously reported on outcomes in casual-
ties sustaining a primary lower limb amputation during 
the same conflicts.27 In that group, the median Sf-36 PCS 
of transtibial amputees was 47 (IQR 42 to 55) at a mean 
follow-up of 40 months (range 25 to 75).

Multiple scoring systems have been developed to 
guide surgical decision making over amputation versus 
salvage,28-32 though none has had their clinical use vali-
dated.33 These scoring systems were developed in civilian 
populations, and though attempts have been made to 
translate them to a military setting,34 their use remains 
unproven.35

It is important to address some of the non-medical 
confounders in assessing recovery following severe limb 
trauma in military patients. There is a hierarchy of combat 
injuries, both about financial compensation, and about 
the attitude of fellow service personnel and wider society. 
This was illustrated starkly in studies of united States vet-
erans of the vietnam war that revealed that bilateral 
transfemoral amputees reported a higher quality of life 
than their comrades with unilateral limb loss.36,37 It is sus-
pected that these financial and social factors might make 
injured service personnel more inclined towards amputa-
tion rather than salvage. additionally, it is possible that 
the increased compensation soldiers receive for losing 
their limb may ‘artificially’ elevate scores in quality-of-life 
measures.

The difficulties of giving patients with severe hindfoot 
injuries a realistic expectation of their likely outcome, and 
how this might change over their lifetime, is under-
stood.38 all British service personnel injured overseas are 
repatriated to a single unit in the united Kingdom. This 
centralized care has the benefit of a single team of sur-
geons managing these complex injuries, which allows for 
the accumulation of experience and the evolution of sur-
gical techniques.

These findings indicate that it might be possible in 
some hindfoot injuries to identify which fractures would 
have an inferior functional outcome with salvage, rather 
than amputation. However, the authors strongly advise 
against the adoption of an ‘algorithmic’ decision-making 
process. These findings provide the clinician with a 
greater evidential basis for advising and counselling 
patients as to their likely outcomes with each of the two 
alternative treatment strategies.39

The heterogeneous nature of these fractures, com-
bined with ipsilateral or more proximal injuries and per-
sonal preference, mandates an individualized approach 
to each patient. The relatively low R2 coefficient achieved 
by the multivariable regression model clearly shows that 
these variables are only describing about a third of the 
factors influencing recovery. When considering surgical 
options, subjective assessment of both the injury and 
patient by an experienced reconstructive surgical team 
and rehabilitation specialists will continue to be funda-
mental in advising patients of the treatment options and 
likely recovery.40

The findings of this study appear to be consistent with 
the recently reported results of the outcomes after Severe 
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Graph showing the comparison between Short-form 12 physical compo-
nent score (Sf-12 PCS) outcome scores for patients with reconstructed 
hindfoot injuries, and those requiring amputation following attempted 
reconstruction.
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Graph showing the variation in Short-form 12 physical component (Sf-12 
PCS) outcome scores for those with reconstructed hindfoot injuries depend-
ing on presence of key variables in initial injury, compared with those patients 
requiring delayed amputation following attempted reconstruction. Key vari-
ables: negative Böhler’s angle on initial radiograph; coexisting talar and calca-
neal fracture; fracture of tibial plafond in addition to hindfoot fracture.
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Distal Tibia, ankle, and/or foot Trauma: Comparison of 
limb Salvage versus Transtibial amputation trial 
(ouTleT), a prospective, observational multicentre study 
of North american civilian patients.41,42 There were 410 
patients in the limb salvage group and 87 in the transti-
bial amputation group who completed the Short 
Musculoskeletal function assessment (SMfa) at 18 
months. Patients with reconstructed severe distal tibia, 
and/or mid- or hindfoot injuries reported significantly 
poorer scores across most SMfa domains, particularly 
mobility, compared with those treated with transtibial 
amputation.

There are weaknesses in this study. follow-up was only 
available for 68% of the patients with hindfoot fractures 
from Iraq and afghanistan, although those lost to follow-
up appeared to be similar to those included, in terms of 
demographics and injury severity. The loss of follow-up of 
a third of the patients relates to the mobile and migrant 
nature of a young military population, especially those 
who have sustained a life-changing injury. furthermore, 
the R2 coefficient of the multivariable regression analysis 
suggests an incomplete understanding of the causes 
behind patients’ poor functional outcome. The use of the 
aaoS f&a scoring system appears to have a ceiling, as 
clearly shown in figure 2, with respect to measuring 
recovery in a small number of servicemen, and this might 
limit its use in this population of patients.

Nearly all of these patients were reporting on their qual-
ity of life when still in their 20s and 30s. It is possible that 
the superior outcome scores in the amputee cohort might 
be reversed in favour of the salvage group when these 
patients are in their 60s and 70s. The size of the cohort of 
patients precluded any evaluation of associations between 
outcome scores and age or time to follow-up.

It is inappropriate to apply these findings directly to 
civilian trauma patients due to the differences in mecha-
nisms of injury and patient demographic. Though civilian 
hindfoot fractures are considered a high-energy injury, 
the massive soft-tissue damage, gross contamination and 
comminution seen in military patients, who are almost 
exclusively young men injured because of blast and gun-
shot injuries, distinguishes the two cohorts. However, the 
‘could’ versus ‘should’ management dilemma of these 
injuries is relevant to all surgeons treating victims of blast 
and gunshot wounds, and this equipoise will vary 
depending on the environment in which the patient is 
being treated.

Despite these weaknesses, this work provides medium-
term patient-reported outcome measures for patients 
sustaining severe hindfoot fractures in combat, and 
 identifies key variables at time of injury to assist surgical 
decision making and patient counselling. The clear find-
ing that there is a group of patients with hindfoot injuries 
that are technically salvageable, but who might have a 
superior outcome with a transtibial amputation, should 

be recognized by all surgeons managing these challeng-
ing injuries.
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Abstract

Background

Non-union affects up to 10% of fractures and is associated with substantial morbidity. There

is currently no single effective therapy for the treatment or prevention of non-union. Potential

treatments are currently selected for clinical trials based on results from limited animal stud-

ies, with no attempt to compare results between therapies to determine which have the

greatest potential to treat non-union.

Aim

The aim of this systematic review was to define the range of therapies under investigation

at the preclinical stage for the prevention or treatment of fracture non-union. Additionally,

through meta-analysis, it aimed to identify the most promising therapies for progression to

clinical investigation.

Methods

MEDLINE and Embase were searched from 1St January 2004 to 10th April 2017 for con-

trolled trials evaluating an intervention to prevent or treat fracture non-union. Data regarding

the model used, study intervention and outcome measures were extracted, and risk of bias

assessed.

Results

Of 5,171 records identified, 197 papers describing 204 therapies were included. Of these,

the majority were only evaluated once (179/204, 88%), with chitosan tested most commonly

(6/204, 3%). Substantial variation existed in model design, length of survival and duration of

treatment, with results poorly reported. These factors, as well as a lack of consistently used

objective outcome measures, precluded meta-analysis.
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Conclusion

This review highlights the variability and poor methodological reporting of current non-union

research. The authors call for a consensus on the standardisation of animal models investi-

gating non-union, and suggest journals apply stringent criteria when considering animal

work for publication.

Introduction

Fracture non-union can be defined as occurring when the normal healing processes of bone

cease to the extent that solid healing cannot occur without further intervention[1]. The condi-

tion is estimated to affect 5–10% of fractures[2, 3], with wide variation depending on anatomi-

cal location[4]. The negative effect on quality of life associated with non-union has been

demonstrated as being greater than that of diabetes mellitus, stroke and acquired immunodefi-

ciency syndrome[5], with substantial financial consequences[6].

The failure of a fracture to unite is multifactorial and the result of both predisposing and

contributing factors[1, 7]. There is no consensus or accepted guidelines for the treatment of

non-union, but most current management strategies involve hospital admission and revision

surgery, frequently using bone graft or synthetic substitutes, with varied and unpredictable

results. In order to either primarily prevent non-union, increase the likelihood of success of

revision surgery, or potentially offer an alternative to surgery, researchers continue to evalua-

tion novel therapies in this field.

Preclinical studies are defined as those using animals to determine if a treatment is likely to

be effective, before progression to testing in humans [8].

It is currently not clear on what basis researchers select potential therapies for translation

into clinical studies. It is likely that positive results from a single, or a small number, of animal

studies are used to justify progression to clinical trial. However, it is problematic to rely on the

positive effects of a therapy in a single animal study to justify direct translation to clinical test-

ing due to the likely existence of bias and methodological weakness. There is no evidence that

researchers in this field have compared different preclinical studies in an attempt to determine

which therapies are the most promising and therefore should be prioritised for translation into

clinical studies.

Systematic reviews summarise the literature for a defined research question; when com-

bined with a meta-analysis of results they are considered to represent the highest level in the

hierarchy of evidence[9]. Despite this, meta-analyses are reliant upon the quality of data in

the original studies included, and can risk propagating any errors included in the original

research. The methodology for systematic reviews of preclinical research is still evolving, but

it is recognised that the technique has the potential to clarify the existing evidence base and

potentially increase the precision of effect estimates through meta-analysis[10, 11]. To date

there has not been a systematic review or meta-analysis of preclinical studies aiming to prevent

or treat fracture non-union.

The aim of this systematic review was firstly to establish the range of therapies under inves-

tigation at the preclinical stage for the prevention or treatment of fracture non-union. Sec-

ondly, by conducting a meta-analysis of results of methodologically similar studies, it aimed to

systematically and objectively identify the most promising therapies for progression to clinical

investigation.

Preclinical therapies for fracture non-union
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Materials andmethods

Search strategy and inclusion criteria

Full methodological details can be found in the previously published protocol[12]. The proto-

col was registered with Collaborative Approach to Meta-Analysis and Review of Animal Data

from Experimental Studies (CAMARADES)[13]. A summary of the methods is reported

below. Reporting of the full systematic review was in accordance with the Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines[14], (S1 Table).

MEDLINE and Embase were searched via Ovid from 1st January 2004 to 10th April 2017

(see S2 Table for full search strategy). The citation lists of included studies were searched for

additional studies. In a deviation from the methodology published in the study protocol, due

to the large volume of studies retrieved from the primary searches, no further additional

sources were searched.

Two reviewers (PMB/SKS) independently screened titles and abstracts. Where eligibility

for inclusion could not be determined from the abstract the full manuscript was obtained and

reviewed for clarification. Any disagreements were resolved through discussion with a third

reviewer (JPB). Controlled trials evaluating an intervention to prevent or treat non-union and

measuring bone formation were eligible for inclusion; the focus of this review was to examine

preclinical therapies with clinical potential and so treatments which had already been evalu-

ated in a clinical study were excluded. Full inclusion and exclusion criteria were listed in the

previously published protocol and are summarised in Table 1. Relevant preclinical studies

evaluating therapies that had subsequently progressed to clinical trial were excluded, unless

the therapy was combined with a novel therapy.

After duplicates were removed, 5,171 records were identified in the literature search as

shown in the PRISMA flow diagram (Fig 1). After inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied

197 studies were included in the systematic review. The commonest single reason for study

exclusion (1,073 studies, 21%) was that the article described a therapy that had already pro-

gressed to clinical trial.

Table 1. Summary of study inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria

Types of studies Controlled trials

Unpublished and published works

Types of participants Mammalian model testing an intervention to treat or prevent fracture non-union

Induced co-morbidities

Intervention Interventions aim to:
• Prevent non-union

• Treat non-union

• Promote or accelerate healing of a bony defect

• Treat or ameliorate delayed union

Administered after formation of a bony defect

Established interventions in a novel vehicle

Comparator Control group described receiving:
• No treatment

• Current standard of care

• Alternative treatment

Outcome measures Quantifiable measure of bone formation through radiological and/or histological means

Exclusion Criteria

Types of studies Review articles

Types of participants Clinical trials

Intervention Any intervention that has subsequently progressed to clinical trial

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.t001
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Data extraction and risk of bias assessment

Data relating to the model, defect location and method of creation, length of survival, number

of animals included, outcome measures (radiological or histological) were extracted from

manuscripts.

Where incomplete data was provided in the manuscript authors were contacted for clarifi-

cation: of the 64 authors contacted, only 9 replied with the required information (14%).

Fig 1. PRISMA flow diagram for study inclusion/exclusion. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review andMeta-Analyses (PRISMA)
flow diagram detailing numbers of studies excluded and reasons at each stage of the review process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g001
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Numerical data extraction from papers presenting results in graphical format only was per-

formed using ImageJ v.2.0 software (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD) using a stan-

dardised method[15, 16].

The Systematic Review Centre for Laboratory Animal Experimentation’s (SYRCLE) risk of

bias tool was used to assess risk of bias across all studies[17]. The SYRCLE tool assesses ten

domains across six types of bias: selection bias (sequence generation, baseline characteristics,

allocation concealment), performance bias (random housing, blinding), detection bias (ran-

dom outcome assessment, blinding), attrition bias (incomplete outcome data), reporting bias

(selecting outcome reporting) and other sources of bias. Risk of bias assessment was performed

by one author (PMB or SKS). Each domain was given a rating of high risk, low risk or unclear

where information was incomplete or not reported. These ratings were based on the signalling

questions designed to assist judgement, as detailed in the SYRCLE tool[17].

Analysis

Where studies reported sufficient data (numbers in intervention and control group, mean and

standard deviation), results for the most consistently reported measures (bone formation (%),

bone volume (mm3) or bone density (mg/cm3)) were represented in forest plots for illustrative

purposes. Results for the remaining studies were tabulated. Where several time-points were

reported, only the longest follow-up was considered.

Therapies were grouped into the following nine categories:

• Animal derivatives

• Plant extracts

• Minerals/elements/chemicals

• Pharmaceuticals

• Cells/tissues

• Vibration/motion

• Light/lasers

• Gases

• Human proteins/hormones

If a therapy related to more than one category, it was included in both it pertained to (e.g.

mesenchymal stem cells with insulin-like growth factor-1 was recorded in both the ‘cells/tis-

sues’ and ‘human proteins/hormones’ categories.) Combination therapies using both an estab-

lished therapy already in clinical trial with a novel preclinical therapy were again recorded in

both categories to which they pertained.

Results

The spectrum of potential treatments

The 197 included studies evaluated a total of 204 different interventions (Table 2). The objec-

tive of approximately half of all studies was to promote or accelerate healing of a bony defect

(103/197, 52%) or treat non-union (93/103, 47%), with further information available in S3

Table. The majority of therapies (179/204 (88%)) were only evaluated once, while five inter-

ventions (chitosan [18–23], adipose stromal cells [24–27], erythropoietin [28–31], vascular

endothelial growth factor [32–35] and SDF-1 [36–38]) were investigated by multiple studies

Preclinical therapies for fracture non-union
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(Table 3). Chitosan as a single therapy was evaluated by six studies: four of these found signifi-

cantly greater bone formation in the intervention group compared to control [18, 20–22], with

further detail in Table 3.

Risk of bias

Details necessary to assess risk of bias were vastly underreported, particularly with regard to

random housing, random outcome assessment (randomisation), sequence generation,

Table 2. Number of evaluations under investigation by category�.

Group Number of evaluations included in tables Number of evaluations included in forest plots Total

Animal derivatives 27 5 32

Plant extracts 23 13 36

Minerals / elements / chemicals 25 7 32

Pharmaceuticals 16 13 29

Cells / tissues 32 18 50

Vibration / motion 2 5 7

Light / lasers 3 0 3

Gases 3 5 8

Human proteins / hormones 59 41 100

Total 190 107 297

�Combination therapies are duplicated in all groups they pertain to, e.g. mesenchymal stem cells + vascular endothelial growth factor will be counted in “cells / tissues”

and “human proteins / hormones”.

Single therapies tested in multiple concentrations are counted more than once, e.g. Ngueguim 2012 evaluates two plant based therapies: both therapies are evaluated at

three different concentrations, thereby contributing 6 evaluations.

A total of 197 studies were included, investigating a total of 204 distinct therapies.

Total number of studies included in tables = 136, total number of studies included in forest plots = 61.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.t002

Table 3. Most frequently evaluated therapies across all studies (n = 197).

Therapy Number of studies
evaluating therapy

Direction of effect

Chitosan 6 Four studies [18, 20–22] favoured intervention over
control.

One study [19] favoured control over intervention.
One study [23] showed no difference between

intervention and control.

Adipose stromal cells 4 Two studies [25, 27] favoured intervention over
control.

Two studies [24,26] showed no difference between
intervention and control.

Erythropoietin 4 Four studies [28–31] showed no difference between
intervention and control

Vascular endothelial
growth factor

4 Two studies [32, 35] favoured intervention over
control.

Two studies [33, 34] showed no difference between
intervention and control.

SDF-1 3 Two studies [36, 38] favoured intervention over
control.

One study [37] showed no difference between
intervention and control.

Therapies tested twice 40

Therapies tested once 179

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.t003
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blinding of outcome assessment and selective outcome reporting (Fig 2). Between 4 and 23%

of studies were judged to be at high risk of bias for a given criterion. No study reported details

for all ten domains of the SYRCLE tool.

The most consistently reported outcome measure was percentage bone formation in the

category of human proteins and hormones (Fig 3 [25, 28, 32, 36, 39–58]). Study findings across

all categories for bone formation, bone volume and bone density are shown in Fig 4, [23, 47,

51, 53, 54, 57, 59–77], Fig 5 [29, 37, 38, 78–86] and Fig 6 [87–91]). Table 4 ([92–105]) shows

the findings for the pharmaceutical therapies that could not be represented in forest plots, with

findings for the remaining categories available as supporting information (S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,

S9, S10 and S11 Tables).

In total 53 human protein and hormone therapy evaluations (30 in forest plots, 23 in tables,

53/100, 53%) reported statistically significant improvements in bone healing compared to the

control groups. Statistically significant improvements for the other categories were 50% animal

derivatives (16/32), 53% plant extracts (19/36), 55% minerals/elements/chemicals (18/33), 38%

pharmaceuticals (11/29), 54% cells/tissues (26/48), 30% vibration/motion (3/10), 100% light/

lasers (3/3) and 75% gases (6/8). In total, 135 separate therapy evaluations (135/204, 66%)

showed a significantly greater effect on healing of fracture non-union when compared to the

control. Only a minority of interventions (9/204, 4%) resulted in significantly less effect on

bone union than the comparator arm.

Meta-analysis

Substantial heterogeneity across studies in terms of type and site of defect, method of defect

creation, species, length of follow-up and method of outcome reporting precluded meta-

analysis.

Fig 2. Risk of bias analysis. Bias assessed as per the Systematic Review Centre for Laboratory Animal Experimentation’s (SYRCLE) tool for all
197 studies included.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g002
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Rats were the most common animal model, used in 105 studies (105/197, 53%), with the

calvarium being the commonest site of bony defect (71/197, 36%). Pigs, dogs, goats, rabbits

and mice were also used. Further detail on animal and defect location is given in Table 5. It

was not possible to determine the total number of animals used in 28 studies (28/197, 14%)

with further detail in S2 Table. Studies used both radiological and histological outcome mea-

sures, with follow-up times ranging from 1–30 weeks (Fig 7).

Regarding the defect, the majority of studies (75/197, 38%) did not report how the defect

was created. A bur was used in 51 studies (51/197, 26%), with other methods including drills

(14%), saws (12%), three-point bending (5%), drop weights or pendulums (3%), and being cut

with scissors (3%). The defect was explicitly stated as being critical in 75 studies (75/197, 38%)

Fig 3. Bone formation data for studies looking at interventions of human proteins and hormones or cells and tissues. Forest plot
illustrating mean difference in percentage of bone formation as measured by different histological or radiological measures. Abbreviations:
ASCs, adipose tissue stem cells; BMSCs, bone marrow stromal cells; CI, confidence interval; HS, heparan sulphate; LV-Wnt10b, lentivirus vector
encodingWnt10b gene; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; OGP, osteogenic growth peptide; PRP, platelet rich plasma; PTH, parathyroid
hormone; SDF-1, stromal cell derived factor 1; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; WMD, weighted mean difference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g003
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and non-critical in 2 (2/197, 1%), with the remainder of studies (155/197, 79%) not providing

this detail. Ten studies (6%) cauterised or stripped the periosteum surrounding the osteotomy.

Only one third of studies (61/197, 31%) included sufficient data to permit illustration in for-

est plots (without quantitative pooling), due to insufficient reporting of outcome data, or use

of less commonly used outcome metrics.

Discussion

Fracture non-union is a common complication of a common condition [1–3]. This systematic

review highlights not only the range of research activity in this field but the poor quality of

contemporary animal research investigating this condition. Meta-analysis was not possible

due to the diverse and non-standardised nature of the preclinical research, range of outcome

measures and poor reporting of results. Despite there being a large amount of data– 204

Fig 4. Bone formation data for studies looking at interventions of vibration andmotion, gases, minerals, elements and chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, animal derivatives or plant extracts. Forest plot illustrating mean difference in percentage of bone formation as measured by
different histological or radiological measures. Abbreviations: BMSCs, bone marrow stromal cells; CI, confidence interval; PRP, platelet rich
plasma; PTH, parathyroid hormone; VACC, vanadium absorbed by Coprinus comatus; WMD, weighted mean difference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g004
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evaluations across 197 studies—it has not been possible to make a valid comparison between

any two studies nor draw firm conclusions regarding relative efficacies from different inter-

ventions and therefore identify those therapies that should be prioritised in translational

research.

When developing preclinical models of fracture non-union various factors need to be con-

sidered. Fundamentally these include the species of animal to be used and the anatomical loca-

tion of the fracture. Additionally, the type of fracture (transverse or segmental), whether it is

subsequently stabilised or not and whether or not the periosteum is stripped are all variables

that will affect the union rates of the fracture model. Finally, the delivery method of the therapy

under investigation, including the use of scaffolds and carriers, must also be considered. The

greater the number of differences that exist between model designs, the less reliably any differ-

ences in union rates can be attributed to the therapy under investigation alone, as model varia-

tions will act as confounders.

Fig 5. Bone volume data for studies looking at interventions of human proteins and hormones, cells and tissues, minerals, elements and
chemicals, pharmaceuticals or animal derivatives. Forest plot illustrating mean difference in cubic millimetre (mm3) of bone volume as
measured by different histological or radiological measures. �Since none of the control groups healed, the increase in bone volume was set as 0
and the standard deviation as 0.0000001 in order to be able to illustrate those results in a forest plot using STATA. Abbreviations: BMP2, bone
morphogenetic protein 2; BMSCs, bone marrow stromal cells; CI, confidence interval; HA, hyaluronic acid; IGF-1, insulin growth factor-1;
MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; OPG, osteoprotegerin; PI, proteasome inhibitor; SDF-1, stromal cell derived factor 1; VEGF, vascular
endothelial growth factor; wks, weeks; WMD, weighted mean difference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g005
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In clinical practice the progression of a fracture to established non-union is multi-factorial,

with different types of non-union existing. The majority of primary research contained within

this systematic review failed to consider this variability during model development: though the

stated aim was to test a therapy designed to prevent or treat non-union, very few used proven

models of non-union. The poor fidelity to clinical situations further limits the utility of the pre-

clinical findings.

This systematic review used a methodologically rigorous approach to identifying, selecting

and appraising primary studies. There were however some deviations from the previously pub-

lished protocol; the authors chose to use the MEDLINE version of PUBMED to allow easier

duplication of the search strategy on OVID. The decision to limit the systematic review to only

these two primary databases was made due to the large volume of eligible studies included.

The authors judged it unlikely that the inclusion of a small number of additional studies identi-

fied through other sources would significantly alter any conclusions, particularly given the

variable and methodologically poor reporting of studies identified in the main databases.

Additionally, the large number of studies meant that the risk of bias assessment was performed

by one reviewer only for each study.

The studies included in this systematic review were limited by inadequate reporting of

methodological details and results. Applying the risk of bias tool developed by SYRCLE

showed that many risk of bias criteria were not reported and the rating of ‘unclear’ risk

of bias was most common. This in turn hampers interpretation of results. It is however in

line with the findings of previous studies which found poor reporting of randomisation

Fig 6. Bone density data for studies looking at interventions of human proteins and hormones, cells and tissues or plant extracts. Forest
plot illustrating mean difference in milligrams per cubic centimetre (mg/cm3) of bone density as measured by different histological or
radiological measures. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; GSK3, glycogen synthase kinase 3; WMD, weighted mean difference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g006
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Table 4. Defect repair data for studies evaluating therapies based on pharmaceuticals (16 therapies, 14 studies).

Study Therapy Species Maximum length of
survival (days)

Outcome Overall
effect

Alic 2016 [92] Cilostazol Rats 21 No difference between groups at end of 21 days =

Baht 2017 [93] Nefopam Mice 21 Treatment with Nefopam resulted in fracture calluses that contained higher
proportions of bone and lower proportions of fibrous tissue

!

Bernick 2014
[94]

Lithium Rats 28 Fracture healing was maximised with low dose, later onset and longer
treatment duration of lithium, resulting in significantly greater yield torque

in the therapeutic group

"

Cai 2015 [95] Lithium Rabbits 84 New bone area for lithium containing mesoporous bioglass markedly higher
than that for lithium containing bioglass at 56 and 84 days

!

Cakmak 2015
[96]

Pentoxyfylline Rats 56 No bone growth in control or systemic pentoxyfylline only groups =

Cakmak 2015
[96]

Pentoxyfylline + iliac
crest autograft

Rats 56 Radiological bone union was observed in the iliac crest autograft and
systemic pentoxyfylline group compared to no new bone growth in the

control group

!

Del Rosario
2015 [97]

Simvastatin Rats 56 No significant difference between groups =

Donneys 2013
[98]

Deferoxamine Rats 40 Greater union rate in treatment group than in irradiated group, but both less
than control group

#

Fan 2017 [99] Phenamil Rats 86 Incomplete mandibular restoration was observed in the defect treated with
phenamil alone

?

Fan 2017 [99] Phenamil + BMP Rats 86 Addition of BMP to phenamil synergistically augmented bone healing,
resulting in almost complete bone healing

!

Ishack 2017
[100]

Dipyridamole Mice 56 Significant increase in percentage of bone regenerated in dipyridamole group
compared to control group

"

Kutan 2016
[101]

Doxycycline Rats 28 Osteogenesis in the test group was significantly higher than that of the
control group

"

Limirio 2016
[102]

Doxycycline
+ alendronate

Rats 15 Statistically greater bone density in therapeutic group compared to control
group at 15 days

"

Wada 2013
[103]

Salicylic acid Rats 84 Significantly higher new bone in defect in therapeutic group compared to
control group

"

Werkman
2006 [104]

Risedronate Rats 28 No significant difference between therapeutic and control groups =

Wixted 2009
[105]

Zileuton Mice 28 Net increase in callus size relative to control !

" indicates statistically significant effect on bone formation in trial therapy compared to control
! indicates greater bone formation in trial therapy compared to control, but the effect did not reach statistical significance
= indicates no difference in bone formation rates between the therapeutic or control groups
# indicates less effect on bone formation in trial therapy compared to control
? indicates results are unclear, and no effect size could be determined

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.t004

Table 5. Model of non-union by species and anatomical location.

Calvarium Femur Humerus Mandible Radius Rib Tibia Ulna Zygomatic arch Total

Pigs 2 2

Dogs 1 1 2

Goats 1 1

Rabbits 17 8 1 2 14 10 4 1 57

Rats 42 40 6 1 1 14 1 105

Mice 10 12 8 30

Total 71 60 1 8 16 1 34 5 1 197

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.t005
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procedures and blinding of assessors in animal studies[106], despite multiple resources

for study design and reporting available to researchers[107–109]. Some omissions were

extremely basic, for example 11% of studies had to be excluded from the forest plots for not

stating whether their results were reported as mean with standard deviation, or standard

error of the mean, with authors failing to provide clarification when contacted. The use

of ± in methodological reporting without further explanation has previously been identified

as a persistent problem[110, 111].

To address the problems identified by this review, the authors recommend that the ortho-

paedic trauma community attempt to reach a consensus on preferred animal models of bone

healing similar to the standardisation of fracture classification with the OTA/AO/Muller sys-

tem[112]. Once a consensus on the standardisation of species, defect and outcome measure is

achieved, funding could be restricted to researchers using agreed models and study methodol-

ogy[113], and journals should similarly restrict publication to studies that would allow direct

comparison and insist on reporting results in detail. However, even if this were achieved, the

translatability of animal research into effective clinical trials remains controversial [114–116],

with even highly cited animal studies failing to translate into successful interventions in clinical

trials[117].

Fig 7. Bar graph demonstrating varied study methodology. Illustration of study-end point in weeks and outcome measure used by all 197
studies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201077.g007
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This systematic review describes the diverse range of treatments currently under investiga-

tion at the preclinical stage for the prevention or treatment of fracture non-union. These thera-

pies can be divided into nine broad treatment categories. Approximately 90% of interventions

were only evaluated by a single study, and only five were evaluated three or more times. Reli-

ance on a single study is problematic given the methodological limitations of the research and

when considered in the context of publication bias.

Publication bias is an established problem of clinical trials, and its prevalence in animal

studies is increasingly recognised[115, 118]. Failing to publish non-significant results of pre-

clinical research limits the ability of researchers to interpret the efficacy of a therapy in the

context of the wider literature. It is also unethical: subjecting animals to experiments without

publishing the results effectively wastes those animals. The majority of studies included in this

review (66%) reported significantly greater rates of bone healing in the therapeutic group com-

pared to the control group. While formal assessment of publication bias was not possible it is

reasonable to speculate that a bias against publication of negative or non-significant results

persists.

The variability across studies meant that no two studies from the 197 included in this review

were judged to be sufficiently similar across clinical and methodological parameters to allow

pooling of results in a meta-analysis. Only 31% of studies presented their results in sufficient

detail to be illustrated graphically in a forest plot. Not only does this preclude a rapid visual

comparison of results from different studies, but it is also indicative of a lack of detail in report-

ing scientific findings.

Heterogeneity is expected in systematic reviews of preclinical research. Indeed, it could

be argued that the aim of a systematic review in this field is to explore and demonstrate the

breadth of the evidence, the variability between studies and the consistency of any findings.

The generation of a precise pooled effect estimate through meta-analysis even where this is

deemed feasible may be of limited value given translatability issues. Yet in this review it was

mostly not possible to comment on the consistency of benefit of a particular intervention, as

they were mostly only explored in one or two studies.

This systematic review has defined the considerable range of therapies currently being

investigated at the preclinical phase for the treatment and prevention of fracture non-union.

Though some studies report statistically significant results for some therapies, high levels of

clinical and methodological heterogeneity and poor methodological quality and reporting

severely hamper the ability to prioritise therapies for translation into clinical trials. If the

orthopaedic trauma community were to collectively agree on a standardised animal model

for investigating this question, and standards for reporting of all results regardless of findings

were mandated, improved clinical treatments for fracture non-union will be developed more

efficiently.
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